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Microdigital Computers
Mico

and PSU upgrades
nsion cards

scStation Computers
'500 Lite

R7500 Lite*

R7500 NetWorx

R7500 NetWorx HD

R7500 Scorcher

R7500 Scorcher Twindeck
Osarls

Osarls Plus pack
Osaris Classroom pack
Portable

Games pack (with a system)

£715.50

£1179.00

£598.00

£656.75

£480.50

£539.30

£797.50

£833.00

£180.00

£210.00

£857.50

CCall

£47.00

Rise PC Kinetic 300 series
Kinetic Ek (32+4+2Mb, 10Gb HD, 48x CD) £1105.00
Kinetic DVD (64+4+2Mb, 10Gb HD, DVD) £1179.00
Kinetic (128+4+2Mb, 30Gb HD, CD R/W) £1299.00
Kinetic Internet (128+8+2Mb, 30Gb, 48x, 56K) £1409.00
Kinetic CD Writer (70Mb, 30Gb, CD R/W, 17") £1505.00

Rise PC StrongARM series
Rise PC 8+OMb, 2Gb HD £890.00
Rise PC 16+OMb, 4Gb HD £948.00
Rise PC 16+2Mb, 4Gb HD, 48x CD £1039.00
RISC PC 32+2Mb 8Gb, DVD CD £1099.00

'Izard - 32+2Mb, 8Gb HD,CD, speakers,
••et pack with Oregano & 56K modem £1179.00

Monitors
liyama 1352 (15" FST) £134.95

iiyama Vision Master 1401 (17" SF)
iiyama Vision Master 1402 (17" FST)

, iiyama Vision Master 406 (17" SF)
iiyama Vision Master Pro 1411 (17" NF)
iiyama Vision Master Pro 410 (17" NF)
iiyama Vision Master Pro 413 (17" HBNF)

Iiyama S900MT1 (19" FST)
iiyama Vision Master 452 (19" FST)
iiyama Vision Master Pro 451 (19" NF)
iiyama Vision Master Pro 452 (19" NF)
iiyama Vision Master Pro 453 (19" NF)

iiyama Vision Master 505 (21" FST)
iiyama Vision Master Pro 511 (22" NF)
iiyama Vision Master Pro 512 (22" NF)

iiyama Pro-Lite 3816 (15" LCD)
iiyama Pro-Lite 3813 (15" LCD)
iiyama Pro-Lite 3823 (15" LCD)
iiyama Pro-Lite 3834 (15" LCD)

Call us for your nearest UK liiyama Pro-Lite 4311 (17" LCD)
dealer for the POSum point of i"yama *°y 4431 <17-4" LCD>
sale svstems and the EBMS ,llyama Pro"Lite 4636 (18,1 LCD)saie systems ana ine ttjwi& „ pP0.iita4634m».i" Lcm

£210.85

£170.65

£241.20

£221.85

£295.60

£242.10

£245.25

£323.50

£397.50

£339.10

£476.95

£619.50

£627.25

£737.45

£370.20

£407.20

£514.50

£655.90

£703.75

£1036.95

£979.60

£1231.10

£1763.50

ECall

business management
solutions.

iiyama Pro-Lite 4634 (18.1" LCD)
iiyama Pro-Lite 4831 (19" LCD)
Touchscreen monitors

Authorised
nstaller

Registered
leveloper

FREEPOST EH2725

Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR
United Kingdom

Tel: 01592 592265 Fax: 01592 596102

&TDK
Discs (e.g.20x black discs - £6.28)

Batteries (eg. 4x AA Xtra alkaline - £2.14)
Also Audio & Video Tapes, Mini Discs,

CDRs, DAT tapes etc.

32-blt MIDISequencer

f j-. 1. Patterns can bo urwod to
rofloct ciiangos mado t
'/nut pjy.Jnii

iblslsaai-JHifpbjiaasS

Memory Upgrades
Please call to check current prices.
Rise PC/A7000/RlscStation/Mlco SIMMs:
16Mb FPM

32Mb EDO (HC, works In Rise PCs)
64Mb EDO (works In Rise PCs)
128Mb EDO

2Mb VRAM

Music & Sound Section
Please call for other musical Items
MIDI interfaces:

MIDI Max II Internal 1x1x1

Parallel Port 1x1x1 (back In stock)
RiscStatlon MIDI drivers & cable

RlscStatlon XG card & cable

RiscStatlon XG card, cable & keyboard
Sibelius 6

Sibelius 7 Student
Sibelius 7

Sibelius for PC/Mac is also available

Sound module serial driver

Other Hardware
Mouse (Genius/STD Acorn-compatible)
Mouse (PS/2 Logitech)
PS/2 pipe convenor for older machines
Printers

Rise PC second slice (no PSU)
RISC OS 4 (fitting available)
RlscStation second serial port
Scanners

StrongARM & RISC OS 3.7
StrongARM & RISC OS 4
ViewFinder card

Other Software
Abuse

Ankh

CD Burn

Chaos Engine
DataPower 2

Doom* CDs

Descent CDs

DlalUp & Messenger Pro
EaalWriter Pro+
Exodus
FastSpool*
Heroes of Might & Magic 2
Klrsalls Collection Gold CD

OHP2

Oregano CD
Other Worlds CD

Ovation Pro

PC Pro 3

Personal Accounts

Photodesk Olympic
Prophet 3+ Pro
Quake

R-Comp Internet Suite
Repton Compendium
Schema 2

SltoWrlter
Sleuth 3

Sound Plugln
SVG Plugln
Syndicate*
TBA Games CD
TechWrlter Pro*
WebFX3D

Books & Manuals
RISC OS Manuals CD

We will attempt to matchor beat any advertised price - even special offers.
Our free catalogue contains over 2000 items.

Please ask fora copy or visit our web site.

email: sales@liquid-silicon.com Allprices INCLUDE VAT &UKcarriage
http://www.liquid-silicon.com Official orders, foreign orders andcallers welcome.
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It's .1 PR world. Unfortunately.
On the one hand Microsoft is

now in talks with the Office of Fair

Trading who are questioning the
monopolistic grip that the software
giant has on industry in the UK.

The changes to the licensing
scheme for Microsoft products is
still causing an uproar and
Microsoft is attempting to head off
the trouble that OFT could put it
in. OFT has the power to simply
force Microsoft not to change the
scheme, or fine it heavily if it does.

Meanwhile Microsoft is bidding
to make the British government
completely dependent on it for all
its IT. We all know that Tony and
Bill are best buddies but Microsoft

alreadv hold the contract to run the
Government's Web sites.

Now Billy has been back in the
UK being nice to NFIS top brass in
an effort lo lake control of the NHS

IT future. II someone with the

global power of BillGates came to
havea chatwith you (a mere high
echelon civil servant) wouldn't you
be flattered?

So he is doing his PR best to
make himself look like a nice friend

to everyone. Meanwhile he forces
businesses and governments to
upgrade to Windows XP which
allows him to control what

software is allowed to run on it.

As businesses are forced to

invest more and more money in
Microsoft it becomes harder to

change. Why? Because people hate
to be wrong.

www.acornuser.com Christmas 2001
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w RiscStation
RISC Based Technologies

It's time to upgrade to a
modern computer & RiscStation

RISC Based Technologies

RiscStation

Autumn Special Deal
I can't upgrade to RISCOS 4
because my Acorn is too old!

f SOLUTION

A Modern R7500 + Computer
System from only £21.72* per

month and your old Acorn #
taken as full deposit.

* APR 19.9 % #Any working RISCOS m/c.

'The R7500 series are currently the most highly featured machines
available in (he RISCOS world."

50 mi|> ARM75O0FE system with 64Mb of fast 50ns Ram Memory,
Theonly machine withBUILT IN ZIPdrivesupport, Midi support, 3Dsound. &sampler.
(including FREE Audio Sampling and mixing software). lObaseTport as standard,
RISC OS 4 as standard. High speed serial . High speed parallel, expandable to 256Mb.

Systems include Over £500 worth of FREE SOFTWARE

The enhanced R7500 P us with 50ns 64MB/ 10.2G hard Drive

Plus base only £549 +VAT £645.08 only £23.89 /month

Plus 15" System £649 +VAT £762.58 only £28.24 /month

Plus 17" System £689 +VAT £809.58 only £29.98 /month

Plus 19" System £749 +VAT £880.08 only £32.60 /month

Claim your
FREE Midi

cable with

this Advert

sc
The R7500 + Scorcher from RiscStation

arrives with a quality CD ROM Reader/
ReWriier and media, providing a brilliant

CDmastering platform for home& business.

from£769 + Vat (£903.58)
only £29.52/month
Twindeck base

from £799 +Vat (£938.82)
onlv £30.67/month

Claim your FREE 14" monitor with any Base Unit

0% Interest FREE credit (6 months) or
LOW cost finance or leasing on all systems (from £5.30/\veek)
inc. peripherals, software & 2/3 yr optional warranties (min. deposit 10%)

\corni MicroDigital Omega

300Mhz Kinetic RPC Place a £50 deposit and
Latest AcornStrongARM series machine

70MB, 10GBHD,52xCD

from £935 + VAT (£1099) £34.51/month

Internet RFC 138MB. 30GB HD. 52xCD

£1,199 + VAT (£41.42 /month)
(includes internet pack)

r*f.T ,••*- • •

RiscStation Portable

Taking Orders NOW for
the new portable.

NEW Pricing

Updated specification to
be announced

get an extra 256Mb free
From £999.00 +VAT (£1173.83 inc.)
287Mhz StrongARM, ATX Tower case

Full spec, on release
Free software pack

Above prices donotinclude monitors phasesee
separateprice list

CD-ROM WRITERS

"ScorchIT" CD Writer Pack

Upgradeyour Acorn or RiscStation 7500 with
a home CD authoring package as found in the

RiscStalion SCORCHER machine. This package
contains the latest version of CD Burn, Wrilahle
and Rewritable media to get yon starlet! and one

powerfull

16xl0x4()x CD ROM Writer/

Only £149 +Vat (£175.08)
Now SCSI Version with

12xl0x32x Re-Writer

ho RiscStation Palmtop Refurbished Acorn 710 onlv £225
+ Val (£264.38)

from £399 + Vat (£468.83) £15.32/month

HI) fr'm£449 +Vat (£527.57) £17.24/mth
50 mipArm7500system with 16Mbmemory.
(HD version & Hard Drive). buili in ZIP

drive support. Midi support, 3D sound. &
sampler . lObaseT port as standard, RISCOS
4 as Standard, High speed serial , High speed
parallel, expandable to 256Mb memory &
hard drive / CD-ROM ete.

Backup Drives

Zip 100 IDE inc media

Zip 250 IDE inc media

Zip 250 parallel ext.

JAZ 2G8 SCSI ext.

JAZ 2GB Parallel ext.

Orb 2.2 GB IDE

Orb 2.2 GB Parallel

LS120 Media

Zip 100 Media

Zip 100 Media 5 pack

Zip 250 Media

Zip 250 Media 5 pack

£49.00

C79.00

£129.00

£235.00

£299.00

£165.00

£199.00

£4.00

£7.65

£34.03

£9.40

£45.00

£57.58

£92.83

£151.58

£276.12

£351.32

£193.87

£233.83

£4.70

£8.99

£39.90

£11.05

£52.87

From only £143.83 +VAT

(£169.00 inc. VAT)
Basic Model £143.83 £169.00
With Plus Pack £169.36 £199.00

ClassRoom Pack (5) £725.00 £851.88

8MB Machine with 1/2 VGA Screen

Built in WP, SS, Diary. Sketch, Jotter,
Spellcheckand InternetWWW and E-
niail s/w. Psion © Compatible.

Removable Drives

4GB IDE Pullman

4GB Parallel Pullman

4GB Pll Dalasale

10GB IDE Pullman

10GB P.llel Pullman

10GB P'llel Datasafe

20GB IDE Pullman

20GB Pllfll Pullman

20GB P'llel Dalasale

650MB PD Media

750Mb Nomai

2 GB Jaz Media

2.2 GB ORB Media

£65.00

£125.00

£105.00

£78.00

£138.00

£118.00

£85.00

£145.00

£125.00

£19.00

£38.00

£68.00

£32.00

Bases from £199 +VAT

Systems with New 15" Monitor
from £290 + VAT.

Kinetic (64MB) upgrades
New SA upgrade using SDRAM

Processorcard (incR04) £399.00 (£468.82)
Trade-Up I (from SA & R04) £299.00 (£351.32)
Trade-Up 2 (from RO-lonly) £349.00 (£410.07)
Trade-Up 2 (from SA & RO3.7)£349.00 (£410.07)

i2fi.Mli version extra£69.00 (£81 081

RISC OS 4

only £99 inc vat

MP3 CD Player
Plays back

ordinary audio
CDs. CD-R and

MP3CDs (which
can hold 160-200

MP3 tracks each).

Ideal with

CD-ROM

Writers

only £67.23 exc. VAT
(£79 inc.)

IDE 8x8x32x CDR/W

IDE 12x10x32xCDR/W

SCSI 12x10x32x CDR/W

CD-BURN

CD-SCRIBE 2

£100.00

£199.00

£176.00

£49.00

£39.00

£117.50

£233.83

£206.80

£57.58

£45.83

Externa) versions Available

CD-ROM media

ex VAT inc VAT

CDR 80 min

CDR80min 10pck

CDR 80min 25 pek

CDR/W CD-ROM

CDR/W 10 pack

5.2Gb DVD RAM

£0.79

£7.65

£17.01

£1.28

£11.00

£25.00

£0.93

£8.99

£19.99

£1.50

£12.93

£29.37

CD-ROMS

S2x IDE £34.00

48xlDE £30.00

SCSI 8.x

4way Autochanger
£75.00 +vai (£88.13)

£39.95 40x SCSI £65.00 £76.37
£35.25 32xSCSI £59.00 £69.33

External CD ROMs
4Kx IDE (with cable) £85 + VAT

40x SCSI [(with cable) £115 + VAT
40x SCSI II(wiih cable) £120 + VAT
6x 40x CD Tower ..hi. **o £449 + VAT

Internet Packs from £85 + VAT (£99.88) available for all machines include Internet software. ISP setup and 56K modem



¥ No More Balls !
Optical Wheel Mouse RSM330

RS7500/A7000 etc.

only £19.95 inc
(£16.98 + VAT)

RPC Version

£38.95 inc.

Optical RF Wheel Mouse RSM400

RS7500/A7000etc.

only £39.95 inc
(£34 + VAT)

RPC Version

£58.95 inc.

Cg&ie-Free

Mouse fur RiscStttion & A7000 Alica £19.95 inc.
Mouse for Rise PC / A5000 /A400 etc. £38.95 inc
Keyboard forRiscStation. RPC/A7(XX) £29.95inc.

Trackball Mouse

R7500/A7000

"**
only £19.95

RPC £38.95 inc

Acorn (RPC A5000 etc.)Mouse

Acorn (Ilex adapter) Mouse

A7000 (♦) / Riscstalion Mouse

Lower CASE Keyboard (PS2)

A400/A5000 Ergo Keyboard

A4 replacement keyboard

A4000 Keyguard (special needs)

A3000 /A300.400.500 Keyguard

A3 touchpad lor Concept Keybrd

£16.98 £19.95

£25.49 £29.95

£10.00 £11.75

£29.78 £34.99

£69.00 £81.08

£49.00 £57.58

£25.00 £29.37

£25.00 £29.37

£25.00 £29.37

Refurbished PCs inc monitor
e.g. P200 only £199.00 ring for prices.

All in One PC System (like
IMac) just £399 inc. VAT

MONITORS

15" L CD

1£ v only £270 +vat

1fr-psS (£317.
(3 yr warr

25)
m

"•^B" •

anly)

~WBK-

Ex VAT Inc VAT

AKF52 Multisync 14" 1yr RTB £127.00 £149.22

15" LCD (3yr on-site) £27000 £317.25

17" LCD (3yr on-site) £425.00 £499.37

18" LCD (3yr on-site) EPOA £0.00

15" SVGA 0.28 (3yr on-site) £95.00 £111.62

15" SVGA 0.28 Multi-Media £119.00 £139.83

17" SVGA 0.28 (3yr on-site) £129.00 £151.58

19" SVGA0.26 (3yron-sile) £199.00 £233.83

21" SVGA 0.25 (3yr on-site) £479.00 £562.83

15" Iiyama S500M1 £109.00 £128.08

17" Iiyama Vision Master 1401 £144.00 £169.20

17" Iiyama Pro 1411 £199.00 £233.83

19" Iiyama Pro 452 (S702JT) £275.00 £323.12

19" llynma SM900MT1 £199.00 £233.83

21" Iiyama Vlson Master 505 £535.00 £628.62

22" Iiyama Pro 511 £558.00 £655.65

SVGA 14" relurb 90 days wty £42.00 £49.35

AKFI2PAL 14" relurb90 days £42 00 £49.35

AKF5253 Msyncreluro90Bays £65.00 £76.37

AKF60 SVGA (4'reiurb 90days £49 00 £57.58

AKFS5 M-Maota T4"re!urb90aays £55.00 £64.62

Mullisync A300'A3000 cable £8.50 £9.99

All monitors inc 3 yrs v ty unless spccified

COLOUR SCANNERS

All scanners inc RISCOS Software

P'llel Mustek 600dpi £99.00 £116.32

Mustek A4 1200dpi £126.81 £149.00

Epson Perf'n 1200S £212.00 £249.10

Epson Perf'n 1640S £220.00 £258.50

Epson Perf'n Photo £269.00 £316.07

Epson Photo unit £85.00 £99.87

ImageM & Twain also available separately

PRINTERS UPS's

210Mb

500MB

4.3GB»

10.2GB*

20.1GB*

40.0GB *

60.0GB '

.0GB •

100 GB*

Mega-Deal
Lexmark Opira E310

Postscript 2 / PCL 5e
emulation (auto)

8 pages / mill Typical time
to prim 2 sees in postscript

mode. 600/1200 dpi
£212 +VAT (£249.10)

Ex VAT Inc VAT

Postscript colour InkjetIrom A4 £199.00 £233.83
Postscript colour Laser trom A4 £1025 00 £1204.37

Postscript B/W Laser A4 £212.00 £249.10

Canon BJC 2100 colour (€| A4 £50.21 £59.00

Canon BJC S400 colour € A4 £75.75 £89.01

Canon BJC S450 colour €» A4 £102.00 £119.85

Canon BJC S4500 col €• A3 £255.00 £299.62

Canon BJC S800 Photo « A4 £285.00 £334.87

Canon BJC 8200 colour B A4 £249.00 £292.57

Epson Stylus 1520 colour A3 £340.00 £399.50

HP 930 inc. RO driver A4 £85.00 £99.87

HP 970 inc. RO driver A4 £170.00 £199.75

HP 1220 inc. RO driver A4 £297.00 £340.98

»Photo Drivers lor £58.72 £69.00

€ Noeos Enhanced Drivers £29.79 £35.00

Refurb dot matrix Printer from £10.00 Inc VAT

3.5" IDE Hard Drives

500 VA

£49.00

+ VAT

Spike protection. Rl'l filter and
modem protector. Power boost
function to correct low mains voltage

More models available.

Cameras

Special Deals on Factory Refurbished
Cameras e.g. 1.3M pixel for £139 inc

FULL 12 MONTHS VVTY

Smart Media Compact Flash
I 32MB~£r7()1 ! £19.99
T64MB i £29.78 ' £34.99

128MB £68.08 £79.99

Ex VAT

£25.00

£38.30

£50.21

£62.98

£69.79

£79.00

£99.00

£125.00

£210.00

Inc VAT

£29.37

£45.00

£59.00

£74.00

£82.00

£92.83

£116.32

£146.87

£246.75

32MB £21 27 £24/991
64MB

128MB

256MB

£31.48 £36.99

£51.06 £60.00

£127,65 £149.99

MEMORY
•

Ex VAT Inc VAT

8Mb SIMM EDO'FPM £6.49 £7.63

16MbSIMMEDOFPM £16.00 £18.80

32Mb SIMMEDOFPM £21.00 £24.68

64Mb SIMMEDO FPM £39.00 £45.83

64Mb SIMM RS 50ns £49.00 £57.58

128Mb SIMM from £85.00 £99.87

1 Mb VRAM £20.00 £23.50

2Mb VRAM £69.00 £81.08

64MB l33MSDRam £8.47 £9.95

128MB l33MSDRom £12.77 £15.00

256MB 133MSDRam £21.28 £25.00

SCSI HARD DRIVES

SEE September Issue for ;
A3000/A3020 Hard Drives
Accent Midi upgrades
Acorn Legacy Machine Upgrades
Cooling Fans
Floppy Disks and Boxes
Inkjet Refills
Modems & Internet Software

Network Products

Pheobe Cases (spare frontsfor only£5.00)
Please ring for Prices

1.0 Gb

2.0 Gb

4.3Gb (5400

9.1Gb (7200

18.6Gb (10K/

36.4Gb (10K/

73.4Gb (7200

or 7200)

rpm)

7200 rpm)

7200 rpm)

rpm)

£35.00

£69.00

£80.00

£136.00

£155.00

C279.00

£575.00

£41.12

£81.08

£94.00

£159.80

£182.12

£327.82

£675.62

(All Prices below include VAT) THE BARGAIN BASEMENT (for utilities see October issue)

Hardware bargains
Monitors

AKFI2PAL MVofurDMOays

AKFS2/53 Msync re'urO90 days

AKF60SVGA /•Trelu'DOOdays

AKFG5 MM 74"r8furO90flays

SVGA 14" rolurb90 days wty

SVGA 15" lolurb 90days wly

SVGA 1T rcluib 90 days wly

SVGA 20". a Saa)rolurb 90 days

SVGA 21" relurb90days wty

Ex VAT Inc VAT

£45.00 £52.87

£75.00 £88.12

£49.00 £57.58

£50.00 £69.33

£45.00 £52.87

£55.00 £64.62

£81.00 £95.17

£149.00 £175.08

£170.00 £199.75

Drives (Hard & CD) Ex VAT Inc VAT

SCSI 4x6x autosiacker (new) £115.00 £135.13

SCS11 MB Jaz int. with media £99.00 £116.32

IDE 1MB Syquest int. S media £99.00 £116.32

IDE230 Syquest int. &media £99.00 £116.32

SCSI 44MSyquest int. S media £99.00 £116.32

Hardware Bargains

A3000 2MbHD Systems

A3020 2Mb HD Systems

A4000 2Mb bases Irom

A5000 4Mb bases from

A310 MOO Floppy drives

A3000 / A400/1 Floppy drive

A30X0 keyboards

A3000 PSU'S

A30X0 analogue / user card

A30XO IDE I user port cards

A30X0 Castle IDE cards

A3000 Dual Podule expan.

A4000 Motherboards (new)

Scartighx 256 hand scanners

RiscPC 486sx33 PC cards

RiscPC 486DX100 PC card

RiscPC 586DXI00 PC card

P'll Joystick Controller.

BBC Printer cables

BBC master PSU

» all 2nd user items 90 days Wly

exc VAT

£85.00

£85.00

£100.00

£170.00

£12.00

£12.00

£20.00

£20.00

£15.00

£40.00

£35.00

£30.00

£39.00

£30.00

£25.00

£70.00

£99.00

£20.00

£4.00

£10.00

inc VAT

£99.87

£99.87

£117.50

£199.75

£14.10

£14.10

£23.50

£23.50

£17.62

£47.00

£41.12

£35.25

£45.83

£35.25

£29.37

£82.25

£116.32

£23.50

£4.70

£11.75

Acorn Software Bin
(James @ £5.00 or less (inc vat)

Boxing Manager

E-type designer

Jahangir Khan Squash

[QuestforGOLD

(James @ £10.00 or less (incvat)
Ankh

Crystal Maze (CD) (Riscos / PC)

FIRE and ICE

Ground Hog

Galactic Dan

HERO QUEST

Saloon CarsPacmania

Trivial Pusuit

Wavelength

World Class Leaderboard (GOLF)

Zool (HD)

(James @ £15.00 or less (incvat)

Birds of War

Break 147 & Superpool

E-Type II(RPC)

Heimdall

High RISC racing

Rick Dangerous

i Speedball

Small (RPC) or Archimedes

Virtual Golf

Abuse (CD)

Chaos Engine

Descent (CD)

Doom+ Trilogy (CD)

Drifter

Heroes of Might and Magic II (CD)

Hexen, Heritic Triple Pack (3 CD's)

Quake Resurection Pack (3 CD's)

| Syndicate -

£5.00

£5.00

£10.00

£15.00

£10.00

£10.00

£10.00

£10.00

£10.00

£10.00

£15.00

£15.00

£15.00

£15.00

£ I 5 00

£15.00

£15.00

£22.00

£30.00

£23.00

£30.00

£28.00

Acorn Software Bin

Education all Discounted titles (inc vat)

10 out of 10 all 18 titles

10 out of 10 any title

Ancient Lands (Microsoft) CD

Breakaway Maths (CD)

Bodywise

!Browse Site Licence

Electricity S Magnetism (CD) Primary

Electricity S Magnetism (CD) Secondary

Elements (CD) Science & Nature

Elements (CD) Teaching Science

Elements I

En Marcha (with Microphone) (CD)

En Marcha (CD)

Exploring Maps (CD)

Fun school 3 5-7 year olds

Fun school 4 5-7 year olds

Growing up Together 1 8 2 (CD)

Growing up Together 1 (CD)

Growing up Together 2 (CD)

L'ensouleiado Graded tests Level 1

Kudlian Primary Software CD (sile)

James Pond Underwaro Agent (Water;

Materials (CD)

Maths Frames (CD)

Max and the Machines (CD)

Maximania (CD

,My World 2 +2
My World Support Disc Ancient Egypt

My World Support Disc Ancient Greece

My World Support Disc - Mo

My World Support Disc - Maths

My World Support Disc - Christmas

Naughty Stories Tina's Terrible Trumpet

Nuclides I

Nuclides II and Elements II (savo E5.00)

Pages(Talking) (CD)
Practise Science for national tests (CD

£69.00

£7.99

£14.95

£14.95

£69.00

£20 00

£10.00

£10.00

£10.00

£20.00

£20.00

£10.00

£9.00

Acorn Software Bin

Education all Discounted titles

Report Writer

Secondary Science Triple pack (CD)

Sellardore Tales

Spelling Book

TOPCAT (Sile Liconce]

Tots TV (RiscOS.PC, MAC) (CD)

Type Tutor

Water (CD) Science & Nature

Worksheets lor 10/10

World War II -Global Conflict

Resource Titles

550 RISCOS outline lonts

Arm Tech ClipArt (various per pack)

Artworks Clipart 2

Datafile PD1 (CD)

Datafile PD2 (CD)-
Datafile PD 4 (CD)

Datafile PD 5 (CD)

Robert Duncan Cartoon kit (CD)

TopicArt (CD)

(inc vat)

£49.00

£300.00

£1500

(inc vat)

£5.00

£7.00

£5 00

£10X10

£5.(

HOW TO ORDER

BY MAIL or PHONE: Cheques or P.O.s should be
made payable to 'CTA DIRECT.
CREDITCARD/ SWITCH pleasegivename,
address, lei. no, card no. expirydale, issue no.
BY EMAIL: snles@ctatlireet.eo.uk

OFFICIAL ORDERS by MAILor FAXplease
OirrhuH- t-hai|:i-s iiu- ins ,V p.u'Liqini'. diar^ed a! cost

Small items (under 2Kg) no more than £6 + vat
One box of items totallinguplo 25kg...£6.50+ vat
Computer systems £13 + vat
All prices are correct going to press. E&OE
All goods are fullyguaranteedbut not suppliedon
approval.
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ideal software
Image Software has announced the
release of their "Image Software
small business IT solution" ('ISIT' for
short).

The package consists of a
RiscStation computer (16Mb,
minimum 2Gb hard disc), complete
with 15in monitor and Cannon

Bubble Jet printer, bundled with
EBMS (our business management
package) and Money Manager 2001
(accounts module for EBMS), both
pre-installed.

The price of the package is £999
fully inclusive (of VAT and UK P&P).
(Bought separately the package
would cost over £1400, making a
saving in the region of £400).

Image Software say that the idea
behind the package is to produce a
competitively priced alternative

solution for the small business in a

bid to secure more ground for RISC
OS in the business IT market.

Also from Image Software is the
latest version 0.22 of Nutmeg, the
cacheing and site-saving software for
Castle's Oregano Web browser and it
will have been e-mailed to all

registered users so if you don't have
your version either get yourself
registered or contact Image Software
(with your name and address) to
find out why you haven't got yours.

This latest version supports multi

tasking domain name resolving and
has an improved persistent history
list, along with numerous minor and
major bug fixes.

More information can be found on

the Image Software Web site or via e-
mail

Image Software (UK) RISC based
business management solutions. 48
Hinchliffe Road, Poole, Dorset BH15
4ED. Tel: 01202 269720 Mob: 07740

622861 Fax: 01202 685072 E-mail

sales@itnagesoft.co.uk Web
www.imagesoft.co.uk

[^ liviAqE SoFtware
Taking yon further...

New deal for RISC OS
Melotech has announced that it is now selling the full
range of RISC OScomputers from Castle Technology
(Acorn) and RiscStation.

MichaelStubbs, Melotech's Managing Director
commented: "Melotech signed up to become authorised
Castle Technology and RiscStation resellers several weeks
ago. We've spent the time since then carrying out the
appropriate preparations here at Melotech. Now RISC OS
users are witnessing the entry oi a new, RISC OS-
dedicated dealer into the market."

The Melotech Web site has been updated and now
offers fully comprehensive information on RISC OS
computers, accessories and software. The site will be
continually updated to reflect development from Melotech
and others in the market. Melotech's MD continued: "The

presence of two manufacturers oi quality RISC OS
machines in the marketplace, combined with the fast-
changing nature of computing, means that users require
comprehensive and fully up-to-date information. The vast
majority of RISC OS dealers neglect to address this issue:

Christmas 2001 www.acomuser.com

our Web site will always be up-to-date, providing users
with the very latest specifications and pricing on all of the
products we sell."

A wide range of RISC OS computers, accessories and
software is available now from Melotech.

Melotech has also announced the availability of two re-
engineered Rise PCs, with more on the way. Both
machines have been fitted with brand new StrongARM
233T processors and come with the latest version of RISC
OS 4. These machines are a great way to get the latest
speed at a fraction of the cost of new machines. Check out
their Website for current details. There is also a range of
second-user accessories

Melotech, 1Glossop Grove
Woodhouse Leeds West Yorkshire

LS6 2LH UK

E-mail: sales@melotech.co.uk

Web: www.melotech.co.uk
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Message to

Microsoft
There are a number of "instant

messaging" systems in the world,
these allow you to send messages
directly to your friends if they
happen to online right now.

The two most popular are the
independent ICQ system and the
Microsoft-controlled MSN/Windows

Instant Messaging service. Support
for ICQ has existed on RISC OS for
sometime but now Phil Hardy has
released his client software for the

MSN instant messaging system for

RISC OS. Eor it to work you will
need an MSN Passport or Hotmail
account. The current first public beta
version supports:

•Basic friend list management
•Security and privacy settings
•Instant Messaging
•Hotmail messages

It currently does not support Block
lists which means that you may not
be able to remove a person from
your friends list if that person still
has you in their friends list unless

you have "Ask before adding users
to your conatct list" enabled.

Support for this beta version is
very limited. In the first instance all
questions should be directed to the
mailing list on Smartgroups (details
on Phil's Web site). Philip is keen to
receive genuine bug reports but it is
important to read his Web site
carefully first.

RISC OS MSN Messenger client,
E-mail: philip@phardy.karoo.co.uk Web:
www.phardy.karoo.net/MSNMess/

Pixel perfect pages
John Williams' Picjndex is a thumbnail-indexing program
for JPEG images which is under constant development.
Essentially you provide the program with a HTML page
template (you set choicesas to what features should be
included on the page) and a directory of JPEG images
then the program createsa series of Web pages (suitable
for CD storage or Web site use) and thumbnail images to
go on them to index the entire collection.

A new development from John is a keyword/picture-

Example Album - v1.11 g

Clickon a thumbnailphoto to view it lull size!

Pinkie Wink! Windsor the Cat

••••• •••^H

i. ... ;-". d

He speaks! Cousin Mm is Bottoms up!

-JJflGKI
TfcuKCof>msf» C John UilUm*. 2001

^;Rctndei| w3C^vf W3C

iu *j

finding utility which will be extremely useful for
prodigious digital camera users whose libraries extend to
many tens of megabytes. Though Pic_lndex is shareware
the new program will only be available to registered
users.

Pic_Index is currently at version l.llg which is a new
upgrade that allows you to add logo-links to the index
page if you wish. Those provided by default are a
Picjndex logo/link, and the W3C links for HTML 4.01
Transitional and for CSS validation, to which the pages
now conform.

Other additions during 1.11 development include the
ability to specify the order of image, comment and tools
on the image pages and greater flexibility in positioning
on the page. Also image dimensions are now calculated
using a versatile third party utility, and this has allowed
all image dimensions to be specified, not just those of the
JPEGs.This additionally gives greater compatibility with
RISC OS 3.1x as the software no longer uses the Acorn
JPEG extension module.

It is also possible with later 1.11 versions to batch-
process collections of albums using a simple text script —
which makes creating bigger albums a simpler operation.
Rudimentary checks are made first to help spot possible
problems, and then Picjndex can be left to do its work
unattended.

John Williams, E-mail: Piclndex@ukgateway.net, Web:
www.picindex.ukgateway.net

www.acomuser.com Christmas 2001
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Total scumm
Once upon a time there was a company
called LucasArts and they produced a
series of extremely high
quality games that were
famous in their time, most
notably Monkey Island and
Day of the Tentacle.

These games, as is
often the case with

adventure games, were
written using a special
script language and
encoded data. For

LucasArts the

language was
SCUMM and

SciiinniVM is an

interpreter by Ludvig Strigeus,
which enables you to play
those classic LucasArts

adventure games such as the
aforementioned Monkey
Island, Day ofthe Tentacle and
Indiana Jones 4 (yes, Indy got J
to Atlantis before Disney).

The RISC OS port of the
ScummVM interpreter is
bang up to date and lacks

only a few features. The following games
are playable :

•Monkey Island 1 (CD)
•Monkey Island 2

• Indiana Jones 4 and the Fate of
Atlantis (and the demo)

•Day of the Tentacle (and the
demo)

•Sam and Max (and the demo)
Currently only Sam and Max and

DOTT have sound support.
Development is progressing very
quickly and bugs are being resolved
swiftly.So sound support for the other
games won't be far off.

You will need a machine with

around 10Mb of RAM free for Monkey
Island and up to 16Mb free
for Day ofthe Tentacle.

David McEwen who has

j performed the port to RISC
OS insists that all the credit

should go to Ludvig, as he did
all the real work.

You can get it from:
www.acornemus.freeserve.co.uk

David McEwen, e-mail:
david@acornemus.freeserve.co.uk

Four dimensional palmtops
CJE Micros in their guise as
The Fourth Dimension

lave a special offer running
on the Ericsson MC128

otherwise known as the

Psion 5mx with the price
running at £150

The

'machine itself is a

standard Ericsson-badged
Psion 5mx but with a few

extras for connecting by
IRDA to a suitable Ericsson

phone. The processor is the
ARM710T running at

36.86MHz, it has 16Mb
RAM and 12Mb

ROM and an LCD

Screen of 640x240

ixels in 16 levels

of grey. It
kes two

AA

batteries

hich typically
ive a month of life.

And the keytboard has a £
sign on it. Plus you get a
copy of public domain
RISC OS transfer software

Christmas 2001 www.acornuser.com

supplied with a serial
cable.

Optional extras are:
Compatible power supply
£15; Adaptor for Pocket
Reader £12; Adaptor for
external Modem £15;
CompactFlash memory
cards 16Mb £30; 32Mb £45;
and 64Mb £60.

If you are ordering by
cheque CJE ask that you
make please make it
payable to "The Fourth
Dimension" and would like

to point out 4D are not VAT
registered.

The Fourth Dimension,
78 Brighton Road,
Worthing, BN11 2EN; Tel:
+44 (0)1903 213361; Fax:
+44 (0) 1903 523679; E-mail:
4d@cjemicros.co.uk Web:
www.cjemicros.co.uk/4d/

In brief

Sounds nice
NVM Digital have released
two new free sampler CDs
for (heir copyright-free music
library. The audio CD version
has extracts from all

seventeen of (heir music CDs.

There is also a CD-ROM

version which has the same

audio samples plus
comprehensive track details
and samples from NVMs
other CD-ROMs.

NVM Digital, PO Box 1,
Bentham, Lancaster LA2
7GA; Tel/Fax: 015242 52445;
E-mail: info@nvmdigital.com
Wcli: www.nvmdigital.com

Rumours

Riscstation's lack of

attendance at the RISC OS

2001 Show had a lot to do

with something they will
have at the ARM Club

Midlands Show on the 1st

December 2001. Apparently.

Get webbed
RISCOS Ltd has moved to a

new Web server which is

now providing the following
public Web sites:

http://www.riscos.com/
The main RISCOS Lid Web

site

http://acorn.riscos.com/
The contents of the old Acorn

FTP site

http://productsdb.riscos.com/
The RISC OS products
directory listing all software
and hardware produced for
Acorn computers and RISC
OS

http://support.riscos.com/
The RISC OS 4 support site

http://foundation.riscos.com/
The RISC OS Foundation Web
site

Email addresses will be as

before. RISCOS Ltd, Tel +44
(0)29 2046 4020; Fax +44

(0)29 2049 2326;

E-mail: paul@riscos.com
Web: www.riscos.com

Who watches?
There are various services on

the Internet which check

specific Web pages for you
and, when they alter, notify
you by e-mail that it has
happened.

Continued...



Make the right choice for the future with

RISC OS Select
Keep up to date with every new
version of RISC OS as it appears!

In future, new updates to RISC OS will be soft-loaded over the
existing RISC OS 4 ROM. Distribution will be on CD
and via the Internet, making regular updates and
the widespread testing of new features far more
practical. Join Select to.be a part of the new
scheme and receive up to three RISC OS
update CDs per year. All you will need is
one or more RISC OS 4 machines on

which to install new versions of RISC

OS 4.

What does the Select scheme

RISC OS fans! Join the

RISC OS

Foundation
and receive our ground
breaking quarterly CD magazine

FOUNDATION

RISC User
•i.-

Now in volume 21

Foundation RISC User isa truly innovative publication from RISCOS Ltdthat
supports theheart of the RISC OS market. Themagazine articles combine useful
information with software resources that canbe launched witha simple click on
a link. Every issue ispacked with a wide range of substantial andauthoritative
features from respected writers, alongwitha comprehensive and fully integrated
database of current RISC OS products, developers and usergroups. Altogether.
it'sarguably the most innovative andhigh quality CD magazine on any platform.

provide?
By joining Select you will receive the following benefits:

t. Up to three CDs per year, containing the latest
version of RISC OS plus optional beta-test copies of

software components in development. Every CD will
also be bootable and contain a full, working disc image

at allows the easy selection of different boot sequences.
Access to interim updates via a private Web site.

The ability to upgrade up to ten machines at a single site,
personal scheme: you only need one subscription even if

you own several computers. However, RISC OS 4 is needed for
each machine: Select cannot be used with RISC OS 3-7 or earlier.

4. Affiliate Registered Developer status: if you are a programmer,
joining Select entitles you to become a Registered Developer for
no extra charge, and have your products included in the Database
section of Foundation RISC User magazine (see below).

RISC OS 4 upgrades and Select scheme prices
Subscriptions to Select are available on an annual basis, and may
be purchased in combination with a RISC OS 4 upgrade.
RISC OS 4 upgrade plus Select subscription:
RISC OS 4 upgrade only (new low price!):

Select subscription only:
(for existing RISC OS 4 users)

Select subscription only:
(for Foundation members)

Select group subscription: £300
(for sites with more than ten machines)

All prices above include VAT.
Please see our Web site for further

pricing details, overseas prices etc.

£179

£109

£105

£99

Testimonials from readers

of Foundation RISC User

•"The interface i.s very friendly and better
than my perception of what a CD-based

magazine would be like!"—Andrew Weston
"The whole CD isa joy. and something our

platform can be proud of."—Geoff Steeper
"The FoundationCDhascontradicted my opinion

that 1wouldn't beable to reada CDmagazine happily.
It's very nicely laid out."—Fred Bambrough

"Congratulations on Foundation RISC User... it works smoothly. looks
good and has masses of useful and interesting content."—Gavin Wraith
•"Keep up the excellent work! (And what I REALLY appreciate is someone who
can write, spell, talk sense, and knows his its-es and it's-es!)"—Jeremy Roberts
•"It'sa really excellent job."—David Pilling

Sample Foundation RISC User Online!
Visit our sampler edition. Foundation RISC UserOnline, at
http://foundation.riscos.com/fru.htm

FOUNDATION

\Riscnmi\

New Foundation

membership or
annual renewal:

£35-15
(£30 ex. VAT)

Membership also includes
regularemail newsletters

and specialoffers

\RISCM
3 Clarendon Road
Cyncoed, Cardiff
Wales CF23 9JD

Tel. 02920 492324
Fax 02920 492326
www.riscos.com

sales@rlscos.com
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The Classic Z
Following hard on the heels of the
ScummVM interpreter there is yet
another format of adventure game,
though this one is a little interactive: Z-
code is the crossplatform virtual
machine created by Infocom for their
1980sadventure games. It is now used
by many contemporary interactive
fiction authors, thanks to the Inform
compiler.

Using this system it is possible to
create your own adventure games and
even enter competitions to see how
yours compare to others. As there is
cross-platform standardisation you can
play the games created by hundreds of
other people across the world — and
they can play yours.

A new version of Zip 2000, Kevin
Bracey's RISC OS Z-code interpreter, is
now available. With the following
features included (and if you don't
know what they all are it probably
doesn't matter):

•Full support for Versions 1 to 8
games

•Full conformance to Graham

Nelson's "Z-Machine Standards
Document", Revision 1.0

•Complete Blorb version 1.1 support
•Graphics support
•Sound support
•Colour support
•Timed-input support
•Mouse support
•Menu support
•Full function key/cursor

key /keypad support
•Full foreign language support,

including runes and Unicode
•Easily adjustable screen size

•Full use of anti-aliased outline fonts

•Line editing and command recall
•Standard Quetzal-format save files
•Full alpha-compositing, dithering

and gamma correction for PNG
pictures

•Multiple UNDO
•High speed — the fastest Z-code

interpreter for RISC OS
•The most standards-compliant Z-

code interpreter on any platform
•The best-looking Z-code interpreter

on any platform
One thinks that perhaps Kevin is a

little bit biased on that last point —
but let's let him have it. Anyway the
major new features in version 1.40
are:

•Updated to full Blorb 1.1 support,
including MODs, SONGs and JPEGs

•Recompiled to be 32-bit compatible
(except for the included DataVoxand
QTM modules)

•Screen size can be adjusted
•Supports the proposed Blorb

extension for Infocom graphics
Plus Kevin syas there have been

many other improvements and bug
fixes, too numerous to mention. This
release has been prompted by the
Interactive Fiction Competition 2001,
which is underway right now. For more
details, see:
The Zip 2000 home page:

www.bracey-grirfith.freeserve.co.uk/Zip2000/
The Interactive Fiction Archive:

www.ifarchive.org
The Inform home page:

www.gnelson.demon.co.uk/inform.html
The Interactive Fiction Competitor! 2001:

http://ifcomp.org/

Putting the Z in IDE
ZIDFFS is a fully fledged replacement
filing system tor the 'old' Ian Copestake
Software 16-bit IDE interface from about

1991. It was written (and recently
updated) by John Kortink ^nd ii is
completely lice.

If you have one of these cards il is
probably gathering dust with ZIDFFS
you have a no-frills, but otherwise
completely up-to-date, filing system for
this card, so you can put it to good use
once more.

Compared to the last version oi
ZIDFFS, 0.90 (from 1994, pre-Risc PC) the
following developments have been made:

•Compatible with all machines from

Christmas 2001 www.acornuser.com

an Archimedes with RISC OS 3.1 up to
the latesl Rise PC running RISCOS4.

•Fully supports drives up to 256Gb.
•Support for FBA(Logical Block

Addressing).
•Several improvements to the Filer.

Compared to the original IDEFS supplied
with the IDE interface, ZIDFFS has
offered and ZIDEES LOOstill offers:

•Support for up to four partitions
•Improved harddisc compatibility
•Support for the 'Free' module
•Optimal transfer speeds

John Kortink, e-mail: kortink@inter.nl.net
Web: www.inter.nl.net/users/J.Kortink/

software.htm

In brief

Ratber than subscribe to

yet another Internet service
you can now do it from the
comfort of your own borne.

NetWatch is a program
which automatically checks
for updated pages and files
on the Web. The program
allows URLs to be added, by
typing them or dragging a
URL-tile. For every URL some
choices have to be made such

as how often to check for a

change.
From that point on

NelWatch will check your
URLs and warn you when the
specified object has been
changed. The latest features
to be added in version 1.55

are:

•For every URL a
checksum is calculated
instead of keeping the whole
page.

•All writable icons (in
NetWatch) support pasting
from the clipboard — bandy
to copy a URL instead of
retyping it.

Maarten Bezemer, e-mail

m.m.bezemer@student.utwente.nl

Web http://home.student.
utwente.ni/m.m.bezemer/

netwatchuk.html

Real good deals
As a special Christmas bonus
Real Ingenuity is almost
giving away a very special
Christmas gift to all RISC OS
users. The RealMerryXmas
pack features:

• RealSurf featuring your
own .co.uk domain name plus
e-mail (usually £48).

• R-Comp Internet Suite
with MessengerPro,
WcbsterXL and DialUp
(usually £48).

• 56k External Modem
(usually £48).

• Enabling of PHP and
Perl on Web space (usually
£18).

• HTMLPro HTML

Continued.



MC218 (PsionSmxft^
Ericsson MC218 (badged Psion 5mx, UK version)
36MHz ARM 710T, 16MB RAM, 640x240 pixel LCD
16 greys, 170x90x23mm, 354g, 2 x AA batteries.
1 month typical life, RS232 cable. Includes PD RISC OS

transfer SW. was £410 Now £260f inc UK delivery

Special Kinetic Offer
Kinetic RiscPC 64MB upgraded to 128MB free!

Kinetic 128MB upgrades at 64MB price

Save £81
Full details at:- http://www.cjemicros.co.uk/kinetic/

CJE Prices include

VAT &UKdelivery LCDs 15"£340 17M£610
i3 Even Lower« -$/H StrongARMs

/ Prices!
jr

.

I from £120

Refurbished hi-spec monitors

15" £60f+£iop&p

17" £110t+£iop&p

21" £240f +£2op&p
Phone for full specifications.

3 month warranty

Offers from 4D S/H RiscPCs from £200t
RiscPC, RO 3.60, 16MB, IMBvram & HD £200l

StrongARM Mk3 RiscPC, RO 4.02, 32MB
IMBvram, HD, CD & 14" Monitor £480;

A7000 RO 3.6, 32MB DRAM, HD & CD £110i
AKF60 (£501 with system) £601

Fourth Dimension products have no VAT

HP Lasers (Refurbished)

HP4 tray fed 600dpi 8ppm

£140| + £10p&p

HP6L 600dpi 6ppm

£160t + £10p&p

A7000+ Odyssey Surf Inc. 40MB £550
£150 OFF!

Ovation Pro with Impression file loader
£150

Agfa A4 SCSI Scanners from £120t
Special offer!

Nikon Coolscan3 SCSI Slide scanner

£510 Limited Quantity!

Yamaha SCSI CD ReWriter 8824

with Acorn S/W £200

20GB IDE Hard Disc £95

RPC-PC Network pack, Interfaces cables
& Lanman98 £185

Econet starter kit unused £50

New Econet modules 10 for £20!

Printer Port 250MB Zip Drive with S/W
£175

ViewFinder Hi Res RPC Graphics card £195

RAM: A7000/+ 32MB £40,

RiscPC/A7000 64MB £55 & 128MB £130

S/H A7000 12MB from £80t

S/H 10base2 or T Access podules £75
S/H A7000 Motherboards from £50t

These are Fourth Dimension products and have no VAT

ij Christmas Box! f?(
Chic Optical Mouse & PS2 adaptor

£40

Genius Cordless Mouse & PS2 adaptor
£47

Logitech Cordless, Optical Mouse
& PS2 adaptor £75

Cordless Keyboard, Mouse & PS2 adaptor
£82

)L

Pocket Reader OCR Pen £62f

1600x1200 19" LCD £1810

Press-IT CD Labelling Kit £26

240 Watt pmpo Speakers £24

3M Mouse mats £10

CJE/4D Gift Vouchers from £5

All CJE prices INCLUDE VAT @17.5%
& UK mainland delivery. Official Orders WelcomE E&OE

Prices subject to change & stock.
Items markedf are sold by 4D (Fourth Dimension) and have no VAT

CJE Micro's & 4D

78 Brighton Road
Worthing

West Sussex

BN11 2EN

cjEV6m Tel 01903 523222 Fax 01903 523679 sales@cjemicros.co.uk http://www.cjemicros.co.uk



Obituary: Mike Wilson (1923-2001)
On Saturday 3rd November Mike
Wilson died as the result of a fire

that gutted his ground floor flat at St
Peter's Crescent, Morley. All of us
that knew him, even slightly, are
deeply shocked and still coming to
terms with what a loss this will be.

Mike was 78 years young (no one
who laughed like he did could be
truly old) and a dedicated
technophile.

His foundation course was being
born into a family well know in the
West Yorkshire machine tool

industry. He continued his
"education" as a communications

specialist when he was called up to
serve in the second world war.

Training took place in England
before he was sent by troop ship to
India.

The journey, in convoy, was slow
and potentially boring so, typical
Mike, he persuaded a chum that had
trained with him to spend the weeks
on the ship learning and relearning
the contents of their training notes.
Arriving in India they had to sit an
exam to ensure that they had not
forgotten their training.

The officer in charge saw their
results and immediately set them on
as trainers. His army career never
looked back and he came home at

the end of the war as Major Wilson.
One of Mike's passions was motor

sport. On his return to civvy street
he managed to combine this with
earning a living at C. H. Wood's in
Bradford where he made many of
the "Castrol" motor sport films that
were so popular in the 50"s and 60's.

The job involved travelling all over
Europe to record events such as the
Isle of Man TT Races, the Le Man's
24 hour Race and all the Fl races.

When the technology changed
from cine-film to video, Mike took to
it like a duck to water and embarked

on a relationship with computers
that he maintained until the end. He

was an expert film editor who, well
after most people have retired, still
edited training films for his final
employers, Auto-Glass.

Another of his interests was

railways. Last year I had a day out
with him at the National Railway
Museum at York. What a day it was
— Mike's deep technical
understanding and inexhaustible
fund of anecdotes made it an

occasion that I will never forget.
Mike was the perfect gentleman,

99.9 per cent of the time, kind,
patient and truly chivalrous. On the
odd 0.1 per cent of occasions when
someone had made a real effort to

exasperate him, the dour Yorkshire
wit became evident.

It didn't last long though as he
invariably ended up reducing
everyone present including himself
and the offending party to
uncontrollable laughter. That laugh
again — maybe that is what we
should remember — he would

approve of that.
I can't sum it up with any greater

eloquence than group member Dave
Barrow who wrote "He was a great
chap for whom I had the deepest
respect and fondness."

Chris Quinn

The scheme of things
Clare Micro Supplies have
announced that their policy of
continual development of the Scliema
2 spreadsheet and the ScheniEx
product means that you can now
transfer between Schema 2 and Excel

XP as well as Excel 2000. Other new

enhancements include cell colours

transferring correctly, user variables
retained on transfer, cell border
styles transferred and improved
cross-sheet referencing.

This is all done via the use of
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HTML as an intermediary or
interchange format. David Jackson of
Clares is currently working through a
wish list drawn up in response to
earlier versions of both products. A
full review of SchemEx will appear in
a future edition of Acorn User.

SchemEx costs £25 inc VATplus
p&p or only £15 extra if you buy it
with Schema 2 for £80.

Schema 2 is also actively under
development which is good news for
the user community. A full list of

Continued...

In brief

conversion system for
OvationPro (usually £30).

You can get all of this,
which has a total value of

£192, for just £132 including
VAT and delivery. And just to
top it all off they will even
gift wrap it for you! Offer
ends January 31st 2002.

Real Ingenuity Limited,
Web: www.realingenuity.com Tel:
0H000 191 242

Games in Paradise
Paradise (see review of their
Paintpal graphics tablet
elsewhere in this issue) have
announced a special deal on
the two games in their

porfolio: Overload and
Inferno. These normally retail
at £12.99 and £9.99

respectively but are now
available at only £5 each or
£8 for the pair. Are they
doing a bargain or what?

Overload is a fast scrolling
arcade-type game and
Inferno is a fast, 25 \eve\
shoot em' up of the PacMan

Continued...

Contacting AU j
news@acornuser.com
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You want to design. You need to
publish. You require Cerilica Vantage.

Created with the designer and publisher
in mind, it is easy to take this
revolutionary package for granted.
Uncluttered, flexible and very rapid, the
latest professional design and publishing
system conceals its extensive underlying

technology with
amazing ease.

Never before

has core

developments
like realtime

arbitrary ink simulation, the
^^/ finest on-screen display with over

200,000 levels of anti-aliasing or a
truly ergonomic user interface been
brought together in a single package.
That Cerilica Vantage is substantially
more cost-effective that its equivalent
rivals on any platform just concludes its
winning case.

" The things that it was designed for, it
does with an effortlessness
unrivalled in any other drawing
application on any other platform."
Acorn User, July 2001

£ EMI.50 www.cerilica.com/vantagG

wMe\N

a
Note that the

Cerilica Publishing Pack
and Batch EPS are

supplied by e.mail.

Batch EPS

Computer Concepts' Artworks™ design package has been widely used
under RISC OS but following the cessation of development by its
publishers many users have been seeking a way to move on. Batch EPS
aUows users of Artworks to export directories containing native files into
their EPS equivalent. These resultant EPS files may be loaded directly into
packages like Cerilica Vantage.

fn.SD www.cerilica.com/batcheps

Cerilica Publishing Pack
This compact product is an essential addition to any designer's or
publisher's toolbox. Giving accurate control over three key aspects of
publishing —CMYK bitmap separation, PostScript™ dotgain and monitor
calibration —it allows users to gain much greater colour control when
commercially printing.

£ n.SD www.cerilica.com/ppack

Creating banner and title graphics can be
a relatively lengthy and time consuming
process when all you want is a stylish and
swish graphic. Cerilica Insignia is
designed to make this task painless and
easy for all users from those who do not
have the time to learn complex graphics
packages to those who just want an
effect quickly and simply. With a few
clicks it is possible to create
high quality titles
that can be

placed directly • •
into any web #* . _ .1 \
page or used
in print.

• • •

•New
£39

RiSfifipt
Reading PDFs™ is a painless
task using RiScript; navigation
is readily available via simple buttons whilst
any interactive document contents are fully
functional. Also, using your favourite
RISC OS software (Cerilica Vantage,
Ovation, Impression, TechWriter, etc.) to
generate single or multi-page documents,
RiScript will convert the whole document
to a PDF maintaining all aspects including
text, fonts, bitmaps and vector artwork.

£ 51.DQ www.cerilica.com/riscript

All products available direct from Cerilica. Please visit the Cerilica web site for full product and availability details.
Cerilica Limited PO Box 40 Ross-on-Wye Herefordshire HR9 7WH England Telephone 0870 2411731

www.cerilica.com

Cerilica Vantage, RiScript and Insignia
are available from the overseas stockists:

X-Ample Technology
The Netherlands

A t.rf %
The Image Factory

Australia
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The scheme of things (cont)
In brief

recent enhancements includes:

•Up to 512 styles/effects per sheet
•Up 512draiofiles/graphs per sheet
•Long filename support for RISCOS

4

•Automatically load a user supplied
macro when Schema loads

•Use either > < or : as the block

separators
•Set a sheet to recalcualte

automatically on loading
•Pasting operations into a block now

does a replicate where appropriate
•Visible indication of cell overflow if

desired

•Formulae can be exported as CSV
file

•Access to save dialogue via an icon
ribbon button

•Extended use of cursor keys when
entering data

•Extra configuration options for data
entry

If you want to find out more about it
contact: Clares Micro Supplies Ltd, 75a
Webbs Lane, Middlewich, Cheshire
CW10 9DS; Tel: 01606 833999;
E-mail sales@claresmicro.com

Web: www.claresmicro.com

variety for those of you old
enough to remember
PacMan.

Playable demos are
available to download on

their Web site but at £8 for

both games you would really
need to be a tightwad not to
send the cheque payable to
Paradise Group.

Paradise, 38 Marlborough
Drive, Sydenham, Leamington
Spa, Warks CV31 1CD; Tel:
01926 315907;
Web: www.paradise-uk.net
E-mail: info@paradise-uk.net

Getting in the frame
Now that Olympus have discontinued their serial port
cameras and replaced them with a new series of USB port
cameras, Photodesk have reviewed their camera strategy.

They now offer a wider range of cameras whose price
includes either a SmartMedia or CompactFlash reader
complete with RISC OS compatible software. Each bundle
comes with SmartFS from Surftec as well as our PhotoLink-
like front-end, PhotoShow.

Like PhotoLink, PhotoShow allows management of the
camera contents in a clipboard of thumbnails, as well as
detailed information about each photograph extracted
from the EXIF format. This information not only shows
time and date but also picture resolution, exposure
information and so on.

Their new range of cameras and prices include:
Olympus CI 1.3Mpixel £299.00
Olympus C2 2.1Mpixel £POA
Olympus C1Z 1.3Mpixel optical zoom £399.00
Olympus C200Z2.1Mpixel optical zoom £469.50
Olympus C2040Z 2.1Mpixel £POA
Olympus C700UZ 2.1Mpixel lOx optical zoom .£750.00
Olympus C3040Z3 Mpixel optical zoom with
serial and USB £790.00

Olympus C4040Z £POA
Olympus C40Z 4 Mpixel optical zoom compact £850.00
Canon Powershot A10 1.3Mpixel optical zoom .£440.00
Canon Powershot A20 2.1 Mpixel optical zoom .£495.00
Canon Ixus300 2.1Mpixel optical zoom £690.00
Canon Ixus V 2.1Mpixel optical zoom video .. .£599.00
Canon Pro90 3.3 Mpixel lOx optical zoom £900.00
Canon G2 4 Mpixel 3x optical zoom £850.00
Casio QV2900 2.1MPixel Bestshot technology
8xZoom (32x possible) £540.00
Casio QV3500 3.1MPixel Bestshot technology
3xZoom £580.00

Casio QV3500+ 3.1MPixel Bestshot technology IBM
Microdrive included, 3xZoom £775.00

Christmas 2001 www.acornuser.com

Casio QV40004 Mpixel optical zoom
Microdrive compatible £775.00

These prices also include VAT. With USB expansion cards
soon to be introduced the prices of these cameras, bundled
with USB hardware, will not be significantly different.

Olympus, being primarily an optical company, make
cameras with very good optics but are a little light on
expensive accessories such as mains adaptors and
rechargeables. Canon although slightly more expensive
have stacks of accessories included. Casio are good value
and have Canon lenses (and can take Canon accessories)
being an electronics company they are packed with
electronic goodies such as the superb best shot technology.
Style-wise they are a bit clunky but who cares?

Photodesk do have some more Olympus C960 cameras
with serial port. These are ex-demo, refurburbished or box
damaged but are going at the superb price of £230. They
have 1.3 Mpixel and a 3x optical + 2x digital zoom. These
cameras have PhotoLink bundled and are fully RISCOS
compatible.

Photodesk Ltd. 1 The Courtyard, Southwell Business
Park, Portland, Dorset, DT5 2NQ Web: www.photodesk.ltd.uk
Tel: +44(0) 1305 822753 Fax: +44(0) 1305 860483 E-mail:
chris@photodesk.ltd.uk
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• Concept • Layout
Design • Print
Authoring • Mailing

The complete publishing solution

28a Middle HHIgate, Stockport, SK1 3AY. Tel: 0161 429 8902 Fax: 0161 429 0685 E-mail: enquiries@tau-press.com



Switching Solutions from,

Use your RiscPC or PC
keyboard or our NEW
click multimedia

keyboard inc RISC OS
drivers only £34.95

Keyboard controlled switch allows the
use of a single monitor, keyboard and
mouse with two machines.

Only £99.95 inc
Pack with PS2MouseMini only £113.90
Manual and other switches available

We are able to supply a range
of custom high specification PC
base units, eg:

Duron 750/128MB/20GB/

DVD / modem / speakers /
keyboard / mouse £499 inc

Duron 900 / 256MB / 40GB /

DVD/ Geforce2MX graphics /
periphs as above £649 inc

Athlon 1200 / 256MB / 40GB /

DVD / CD-rewriter / Gf2MX /

periphs as above £799 inc

$yti*pperto<!

3-button Genius mouse

(as used in STD standard
mouse) FREE with switch
or £10 inc as A7000 spare

arc g O

PS2MouseMini allows the use of

PC-style PS/2 mice with all RISC OS
machines which do not already have
a PS/2 port (ie all but A7000/RiscStation)
Use PC mice (or switches) Only £18.95

Stuart Tyrrwll Davelopments

Your

Monitor

HIKHH^KH

•4?

^.

Windows ME / MS Works bundle, installed, add £100 inc

Keyboardcontrolledswitch pack inc PS2MouseMini only
£100 inc when purchased with PC.

A7000, RiscStation and Omega machines may
also be switched and do not require a PS2MouseMini
interface

Standard mouse
PARAFS is a parallel port networking system tor machines fitted
with a bi-directional parallel port (A30x0 / A4000 / A5000/ A4 /
A7000/ RiscStation / Mlco / Omega / RiscPC)

It Is Implemented as a tiling system and so provides transparent
tile sharing across machines without the need for cumbersome and
slow transfer programs. Files and directories which are stored on the
remote machine appear as if they are local

ParaFS typically achieves access speeds of well above 100K/sec,
making it an Ideal solution for most file-sharing applications.

£29.95 inc easy-to-flnd red transfer cable. £22.95 software only.

A quality, branded 3-button mouse for

machines fitted with a standard Acorn

(9 pin connector) mouse port. Adapted
for Acorn machines using our

PS2MouseMini technology.
Only £19.95

I) ,-'
r*

V

Remember - all calls to our 0845 number are charged at local rate

Stuart Tyrrell Developments

Stuart Tyrrell Developments
PO Box 183, OLDHAM 6L2 8FB
Tel: 0845 458 8803 / 01706 848 600

Fax: 0870 164 1604 (national rate)
Email: lnfo@stdevel.demon.co.uk
http://www.stdevel.demon.co.uk

Phone, Fax or email for a
free product information flyer!

All prices include P&P
Delta/Visa/Mastercard welcomed.

All trademarks acknowleged. E&OE.



Artful dod
It's been a little while since we had a picture of

the month in Acorn Userso we thought we
would make up for it this time with three of
them.

Two of them have been created by June Pugh who
took a sudden interest in "false" colours and the

other by Andrew Weston who has been known to
grace these pages with his written word from time to
time.

We have left it to each of the artists to describe

how their images were created. First Andrew:

"Here's an image created from TopModel with thesky
added via Composition and the planet image imported as a
TopModel object. All the landscape features have been
created with TopModel itself."

And this is what June has to say:
"The landscape image was inspired by

scenes of the dawn of the Year 2000
around the world. It took me about two
hours to create in Artzvorks. There are
four layers with outlines in thefirst

Contacting AU

I
graphics@;ieornuser.com

layer andthen each layer of the image
became a new layer in the file. I decided
to use these colours after seeing theeffect
on TV, perhaps myTVneeds adjusting.

"The ivhole effect wasverysurprising
and 1just hadtoget it down. Since then

graphic

I havebeen doingother landscapes and
simply inverting the coloursfor dramatic
andartisticeffect. The second image is
an example of thai sliozving Standley
Chasm in CentralAustralia and you can
seemy interest in landscape colour."

www.acornuser.com Christmas 2001
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All products are compatible with StrongARM and RISCOS 4 •-•
. "• " Some products are enhanced for RISC OS 4

All prices includeVATandUKcarriage (where applicable)

•Mti&jtti IMkm&Z-h
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rcomp@rcomp.co.uE

nterat.

rci@rcomp.co.uk

D U

dbert Moffat, High Legh, Knutsford,. Cheshire..•u

lease note - R-Comp prices now include VAT

Web Authoring Internet Utilities
HTMLEdit Studio (Whole Suite) . . . .£110 R-Comp Internet Suite £69
Next-generation Web authoring tools for RISC OS First classsoftware togetyouonline!
HTMLEdit Studio isthe solution toall your Web authoring Consists of DialUp, Messenger Pro 2 &WebsterXL (described
needs, whether large orsmall. Available either as a complete below). Available with a 56k Modem and Account for £115.
suiteor piece by pieceas a series of components:

Messenger Pro 2 £37
HTMLEdit 4+ £53 Comprehensive email andnews reader software
Award-winning HTML editor with many powerful features • Easy to set up and use, yet extremely powerful
WATCH OUT FOR HTMLEDIT 5 SOON! •Flexible view options, such asa powerful threading mode

• Offline and Network (£45) versions available.
WebsterXL £30 WebsterXL £30
Fully-featured Web browser, tuned to work with HTMLEdit Browser with support for advanced Web technologies
Enhanced Web Designer's Toolkit .... £30 •Supports frames, tables, JavaScript and 128-bit SSL etc.
Visual editing of frames, tables, animation, image maps etc. • Flexible printing, saving, exporting, cut/paste facilities
WebSpell (HTML-aware spelling checker) . . . .£15 DialUp £23

Internet connection utility; supports multiple ISPaccounts
Also Available: NB. £18 to Messenger Pro owners, or £12 ifyou own WXL
SiteMaster 2+ £35

Site management tools for checking, moving, publishing and Also Available:
uploading whole orpartial web sites. SiteSeer £25

Web site grabbing utility for offline viewing

Utilities Messenger Pro 2 New Version!
The leading RISC OS Email system isnow easier touse, yet

EasyClip 2 £25 packs in many new features including message deferring,
Graphical resource management system improved threading, "Hotlisting" of links for when you go online
Store and manage your clip-art and photograph collections with and much more. Includes a new 48 page printed manual,
great ease Contact us for upgrade prices and more information . . £37

Server version for home networks due soon!

Network Printing/Shared Internet
Print-server Box inc Software £155
2(3)-port 10Mbit print server, supplied with Network Printers
software: access up tothree traditional printers via a network
Others Available - ring for details.

Network Printers £40

(Software only; includes sitelicence)
Print tonetwork-enabled printers andprint server boxes

Music
Anthem £70

The RISC OSMIDI Sequencer, with extensivefeatures.
Ring for details - we can advise in most sound/music
matters. Some of the products we stock include:

Parallel Port MIDI Interface £95

ESP MIDI Synthesiser Plus £45
Listen to MIDI music without expensivehardware!

Games
Abuse £25-00

The Chaos Engine £20-00
Descent 1 & 2 Double Pack £35*00
Descent 2 for existing owners £15.00

Doom+Trilogy £32-50
Final Doom £15-00

Heretic and Hexen £30-00

Heroes of Might and Magic II .... £35-00
The Price of Loyalty (for HoMM2) £22-00

Quake £23-00
Spheres of Chaos version 2 £15-00
Syndicate* £29-00
TBA Classics (six-game collection) . . . £22-00
Krisalis Gold CD £26.00

RISC User in a Nutshell CD £32-00

Arte*
Ankh £10-00

Exodus ....£20-00

Watch this Space!



Broadband for Christmas
The cost of a BT ADSL Broadband

connection is still hard to justify
for most home users, but
competition for your custom is

beginning to bring prices down. For the
months before Christmas 2001, BT has
reduced the installation fee from £150 to

£75 (inc VAT). This reduction has been
passed on by most ADSL-reselling ISPs,
but it still leaves a hefty monthly rental

of£4Q-£50incVAT.
RISC OS

owners

may also
have been

dissuaded

from

indulging
themselves by

the technical

requirements of the basic single-user
ADSL service from BT, which needs a
USB interface for their supplied Alcatel
"Speedtouch" ADSL "modem".
Although USB will soon be coming to
RISC OS, there is an immediate option
that existing users might wish to
consider.

The Vigor2200USB is a USB router,

How tohook it up

switching Ethernet hub and firewall all-
in-one, and costs £179+VAT. How does
that help a non-USB RISCOS owner?
The clever part of it is that the Vigor box
takes the place of a USB-equipped PC,
and interfaces the Alcatel ADSL "Frog"
USB modem to an Ethernet network hub

with firewalling, packet filtering, DNS
proxy and cache. Just plug in a RISC OS
machine that has an lOBase-T Ethernet

card and off you go.
You might suspect that there's a

Linux box inside the Draytek
Vigor2200USB, which is manufactured
in Taiwan, but you'd be wrong. You'll be
pleased to hear that it's ARM-powered,
running a proprietary and very stable
operating system called DrayOS.

The agreement with your ISP is not
affected because you are still using the
ADSL modem they supply, but plugged
into the Vigor2200USB instead of a PC.
There's already a waiting list for these
boxes, so get your order in as soon as
you can.

DrayTek Vigor 2200USB Router
from SEC Communications

www.seg.co.uk/draytek/products/
vigor2200usb.html

AOSL Hoatm

Closing the door
Further newsgroup discussion on securing
SMTPe-mail deliveries has shed more light
on thissubject. I recently gave details for
configuring Stewart Brodie's FreeSMTP to
onlyaccept mail from Demon Internet's
SMTPe-mail server by using the fully-
qualified domain name but in practice this
probably won't work.

Stewart has exp\ained that you should
use the CIDR numeric IP address notation.

CIDR is an acronym for Classless Inter-
Domain Routing, and is the newer 32-bit IP
address naming notation that has taken
over from the old Class A, B and C
convention.

What used to be called a Class A address

range, such as 194.X.X.X has become CIDR

194/8. This notation means that the
network number part of the address is 8
bits long,and the other 24bits will identify
individual machines on that network.

Similarly an old Class B address range
like 194.217.X.X is now CIDR 194.217/16
with 16 bits for machine identity. In their
FAQDemon give the range of addresses for
their mail server as 194.217.242.0 to 255,

which translates into the CIDR notation

194.217.242/24
FreeSMTP slightly adapts this notation

for the range of acceptable addresses from
which to allow connection, and so for the
Demon Internet SMTPserver the config file
should contain the line: acceptfrom
194.217.242.0/24

In brief

Smooth Advice
For a sobering treatise on how to
conduct yourself as an information
seeker by. e-mail, newsgroupor
Web chat board, read the preface
of the FAQ and Troubleshooting
guide for (he freeware SmoothWall
Linux Router and Firewall.

In an earnest but hecloring
style, Eric Raymond exhorts you to
read the Manual, the FAQ, search
the Web and ask a friend first.

Only then may you dare to pose
still-unanswered questions to a
public forum, but phrased in a way
that shows you have already
exhausted the self-help solutions.

SmoothWall FAQ
www.smoothwall.org/downloads/pdf/

docs/0.9.9/doc.faq.pdf

Acorn News

Ian Hawkins' AcornSearch site now

lets you read online all the Acorn
newsgroups as Web pages, and its
news server at www.acornsearch.com

also carries Java and Psion
newsgroups. The compact front
page has quick links to most Acorn
and RISC OS resources, including a
list of relevant items for online

auction on Ebayand Yahoo
Auctions. You'll find RISC OS and

computingtechnology news, file
archives, reference material and
anything and everything to do with
Acorn and RISCOS..

AcornSearch

www.acornsearch.com

Mystery meat nav
This is one of Vincent Flanders'

elements of bad Web design
highlighted on his "Web Pages That
Suck" site. His premise is that by
recognising what is bad, you can
learn good design principles.

The site features examples of
past and present pages with design
howlers, and "The Daily Sucker"
picks up new ways to do something
bad, but Flanders also offers
tutorials on good Web design. He
calls "Mystery Meat Navigation"
those Javascript buttons that only
reveal their destination when you
roll over them with the mouse.

Web Pages That Suck
www.webpagesthatsuck.com

Contacting me J
David Dade:

comms@acornuser.com J
www.acornuser.com Christmas 2001
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High-end vector graphics
at an affordable price
The Artworks MasterWorks Edition: All
the standard Artworks features plus many more,
e.g., multi-column text areas, hatching, pattern-
fills, JPEG support, Sprite and GIF export,...

MW Software Christmas Sale
Special offers (cash or cheque payment only, valid until Dec 31st):

"The Artworks MasterWorks Edition" f 19EA*
Includes the Artworks 1.7 application and all modules. Za 135

"Full Set Collection" (18 modules)
All add-on modules including the Updater utility.

"Update Collection" (6 modules)
BMExport, Grids, TextArea, JPEGObject, ColourBar, Resizer

£70*

£55*
Regular prices: Artworks MasterWorks Edition: £149"

Full Set Collection: £80" Update Collection: £60"

y---- The Updater utility
W^W installs all add-on
modules, updates and bug-fixes
into your copy of Artworks.

New
Free AWRender

upgrade: Support for
Hatch(Pro) fills and JPEG objects
in Impression, OvationPro, etc.

Online credit card ordering service available on the web site.

Please send your order including payment (bank notes or cheques
payable to Martin Wuerthner) to:

MW Software

Martin Wurthner

Mannheimer Str. 18

67655 Kaiserslautern

Germany

martin@mw-software.com
http://www.mw-software.com/

*Free e-mail delivery.
*Add £2.50 for p&p.

" Add £7.50 for p&p.

From start to finish this

book was recreated on an

Acorn RiscPC with a

Kinetic card.

The massive task of

retyping 400 pages of the
text was achieved at break

neck speed by ISletUhS
(typing at over 2000 words
a minute) with an A3
scanner using Pilling's
/Twain software. Similarly
the 152 engravings in the
original book were carefully
reproduced and the whole
book, including the colour
cover boards compiled
using Ovation Pro. The

resulting files were printed as Postscript and converted to PDF
files via Cerilica's IRiScript and dispatched on a CD to printers
in Belarus! There were no glitches at all and the result is a high
quality stitch-bound volume which will last a lifetime.

Miller's 200th anniversary is taking place in 2002 and the
National Trust for Scotland i.s planning significant events to
bring Miller's work in geology and as evangelical free
churchman to the attention of the modern generation. This
book contributes to that endeavour.

Price £8-99 pluspostage at£1-80 ^flSSrg* ptkhoimctym's
from: SMP Ltd, 24 Geldart St mff^' ^sL- crassikostms.
Cambridge CBl 2LX (UK)
Tel: 01223 504871 Jaw 512304,
Emat7.-PF.SMP@dial.pipex.com

.Most credit unci debit curds accepted
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Turn-Key Internet. Computing & Business Solutions

• RISC OS Dealers
• Authorised Installers
• EPOS solutions

• Domain Names
• Web Hosting
• e-Commerce Solutions
• Web Design
• Web Programming
• Database Integration
• Interactive, Dynamic Websites

Visit our online shop: www.co-comp.co.uk/shop

Slashdot for RISC OS?

We think so!

Submit your news now!

www.myriscos.co.uk

V >

PO Box 199

Preston

PR1 9SS

Tel: 01772 496659

Fax: 07971 434612



Home improvements

Network

in the home
Many of us Acorn users have,

for whatever reason or

purpose, added a PC
running Microsoft's

Windows operating system to our
home computing setup. Some might
well have opted for MacOS or Linux,
say, as alternative systems but on the
whole Windows appears to be the
more popular choice.

I have such an arrangement at
home where I have a PC and a Rise

PC, and had a need to network the
two so that I could transfer files from

one to the other. This sort of thing
was not new to me, over the years I
have helped many schools link their
computers together both on the
physical cabling front and also in
setting up the appropriate software
to get different systems to
communicate with each other.

This has allowed both staff and

pupils to share information (files and

A personal experience by Mike Gillard
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applications) and resources (such as
access to printers, a CD drive, or a
link to the Internet). Networking
computers in schools has become
commonplace and offers many
benefits to the users over multiple
stand-alone workstations: files,
directories, and applications can all
be administered centrally and
accessed from anywhere, and users
can communicate with each other.

I.T. is now I.C.T. since the ability
to 'communicate' and share ideas

and information is integral. Quite
often it is possible to transfer files
from one computer to another using
storage media such as floppy discs,
zip discs, writable CDs, and
removable hard disk drives, for
example — all of which require the
user to physically transfer them to
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the other computer but, although
increasing in storage space, each of
these solutions has a fixed and

limited capacity. A direct cable
linking one computer to another (or
more) allows for easy data transfer
without the limitations of file-size

inherent in other methods, and
usually speeds up the process.

When linking different types of
computer you must find a common
ground. Most computers can read
DOS-formatted floppy discs so this
means you could transfer small files
between PCs, Macs, and Acorns via
floppies. These disparate systems can
also communicate over an Ethernet

cable connection. In a school or office

environment where there might be a
large number of computers, one
might be designated as a dedicated
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server to store information centrally
and share resources.

A crucial aspect of the server is
that it runs software to allow the

other systems to talk to it, so that
files and information can be passed
back and forth. When setting out to
link my home PC and my Rise PC so
that I could transfer files between

them, I needed to satisfy a number of
criteria. I needed to ensure each

computer had an Ethernet network
interface card (NIC), to connect the
two computers using an appropriate
cable, and then to run software

which would allow the two different

systems to communicate properly.
If you don't have a NIC you can

get one for a PC on the High Street
from about £15 and could probably
pick up one for a Rise PC second
hand for about £50. In my Rise PC all
I needed to do was to fit the NIC into

its dedicated expansion slot (since it
has its 'drivers' built in) but the PC's
NIC needed to have the software

drivers installed separately.
Windows auto-detected the

addition of the new hardware and,
after asking me to insert the
accompanying floppy diskette,
recognised the network card I had

Home improvements

fitted. The next part required was the
cable. The most common type of
network cabling is category five,
unshielded twisted-pair (CAT5 UTP).
Where three or more computers are
being networked, a central hub is
used into which each workstation is

patched with its own dedicated
cable.

This is rather like a bicycle wheel
where each spoke connects to the
centre. Because I was linking just two
computers I needed a specific
variation on this type of cable where
the internal wiring differs slightly,
known as a 'cross-over' cable.

Physically, my two machines were
connected, now onto the setting up
of the software.

Both Windows and RISC OS (and
other systems) support a common
protocol for communication, known
as TCP/IP. All computers that access
the Internet use this underlying set
of instructions for communication.

Although both computers are talking
the language of TCP/IP they will not
automatically talk to each other (just
like two people with walkie-talkies,
they both need to be on the same
frequency channel before they can
start communicating).

•ping 18.8.8.1
PING 18.8.8.1 (IB.8.8.1): 56 data bytes

Each machine needed to be set up
in a similar way by having its own
unique identity (but be
communicating on the same
frequency). On my PC, a click of the
right-hand mouse button on the
Network Neighborhood desktop icon
lead me to the configuration options
for the network card. I set the

properties for TCP/IP so that the IP
address was 10.0.0.1 (in conjunction
with a Subnet mask of 255.0.0.0), and
I identified my PC as 'PC to keep
things simple.

Similarly, in the network options
inside the configuration of my Rise
PC, 1 set the IP address to 10.0.0.2
(with the same subnet mask. The
various combinations of IP addresses

and subnet masks allows for very
large networks of computers to be set
up. Where only two machines are
being linked you need only ensure
that the IP addresses are different but

that the subnet mask is the same.

This is a bit of an over

simplification and there are other
reasons why I chose these specific
settings. Anyone wanting to know
about networking in greater depth
can easily read more on the subject.

With the network cards fitted and

♦ehinfo
EtherH version

Card Infoi-

4.33 © i-cubed ltd, 1997

i-cubed, Etheilan 603 Ethernet interface
Unit 8, slot 8, 16-bit driver,
Ethernet address=8B:cB:32.'66:8c:f7
lBBaseT (twisted pair) interface in use,

Rxfra»es=5l, Rxerrs=B, Txfra«es=16, Txerrs=8, DHRfriMS1
Collisions*!, Reiects=fl, HoHbuf=8, HoDMR=B
RXPending=B, DHRbWi, TXfictive=8, IRQActive=!

Tuisted pair interface:- link is good
Type=8B35 FrnLvhl RddrLvl=2 Errlv|=8 Handler=3adebe8
Type= 886 Frnlvl=l RddrLwl=2 ErrLvM Handler=3adebe8
Type= 888 FritLvl=l RddrUil=2 ErrLvN Handler=3adebe8

64 bytes fron 18.8
64 bytes fron 18.8
64 bytes fron 18.8
64 bytes fron 18.8
64 bytes fron 18.8
64 bytes fron 18.8

8.1: icnp_seq=8 ttl=128 tine=8 ns
8.1: ionp_seq=l ttl=128 tine=8 ns
8.1: ionp_seq=2 tt1=128 tine=8 ns
8.1: icnp_seq=3 tt1=128 tine=B ns
8.1: icnp_seq=4 ttl=128 tine=8 ns
8.1: icnp_seq=5 111=128 tine=8 ns1/0 Statsi-

Interfacei-
Fraiw Infoi-

;— 18.8.8.1 ping statistics —
6 packets transnitted, 6 packets receivedt
round-trip nin/avg/nax = B.f

81! packet loss
ns

Controller Modes- Multicast, reject franes with errors 1 User Setuo

UserlD:|pc | [•" Password: \~ - I
Name:|
Email:!"

Phone: f~ 1 Office: Q
FTPdir:|ADFS::4.$.FTP.pc

Prev | New user | Delete user | Next 1

Save OK

CJJ9 UM

Typethe name of a piogtam.lokjei.document,c Internet
letouce. and Window will open it lor you

Qpen: |p<ngt0 00Z) "3

OK r vil
<••.:. •. n 10.1 • :!•.'• tilMnJ ITl
Reply from I .ft.?: byi i I • I•• • i I !5S

• TTI .•'.'.

• i rTL*35S

Ping • n i- • •
I i I ;<• •'".• ... Ive •. i

••..••. in fi 11 •: ••-
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SmartMedia"
®CompactFlash™

f \

Jv

128MB

BQIB

Add Photodesk's new

Photoshow software

for just £20!
(E23.5DincVAT).

DigiFlash, Surftec's range of
CompactFlash and SmartMedia

parallel port card readers for
RISC DS systems.

Simply plug in, double click and
away you go! DigiFlash shows an •
extra disc icon, allowing data tobe
copied to* and from the media just

as if it was a floppy disc.

*SmartMedia is currently read only.

I

The ^data card reader for RISC OS

SmartMedia excVAT inc VAT |
8MB EB.4D E9.B7;

16MB E10.B0 E12.69:

32MB E1B.2D £19.03 |
64MB E27.60 E32.43 j

12BMB £63.60 £74.73

^rfFlgghqro

Howto place your order...
To order, simply send a cheque made payable tD 'Surftec Ltd', (please remember to

include VAT) along with your full name, address and most importantly your
e-mail address as this willbe used tD provide you with future software updates.

Postage to all UK destinations is FREE on orders over £70.

We regret we are unable to take creditor debit cards.

http:yywww.surftec.nety
All trademarks acknowledged. Prices shown are subject to change without noticeand are

correct at time ofgoing to press. E&OE. Suritec is the trading name of Surftec Ltd.

Add Warm Silence Software's

excellent WinS5FS software

for just £25!
(E29.37incVAT).

!Win95FS
Offer!

CompactFlash exc VAT inc VAT
8MB £15.60

16MB E1B.00

32MB E19.B0

64MB £31.20

12BMB £50.40

256MB £110.40

MicrnDrive 340MB E1B0.B5

MicroDriVE 1GB E2BB.51

E1B.33

£21.15

E23.2B

E36.6G

E59.22

£129.72

E1B9.0D

£339.00

Surftec
rInternet Computer Solutions

Surftec Ltd

Burma Cottage
Glen Road

Beacon Hill

Hindhead

Surrey
GU26 6QE

Telephone:
Fax:

+44(0)1428 608121
+44(0)1428 608123

E-Mail: sales@surftec.net
WWW: http://www.surftec.net



Replacement Batteries, Power Supplies and
In-Car Power Cords For Portable Computers

Batteries
• Over 750 Models Covered

• Most Brands Including Clones
• 1 Year Warranty
• Most Models Ex Stock

• Next Day Delivery

In-Car Power
• Fully CE Approved.
• Light Weight Only 200g \
• Empower™ Compatible
• Unique Locking Plug.

ImageSoft Business System

Image Software is proud to announce the arrival

of its non-retail business IT solution. Ideal

almost any business. This system provide:
• -

everything you need to get your business off

the ground ...

RiscStation ARM 7500FE, OS 4, 32MB

annon BJC Colour Inkjet

15" monitor

EBMS (Business management software)

inc. Money Manager 2001 (Accounts module)

£999
Fully inclusive

Power Supplies
100% Compatible

• Lightweight
• Compatible Worldwide
• CE.UL.TUV Approved.

Absolute Battery UK Limited
Darrell House

Darrell Road

Felixstowe

Suffolk IP 113UU

Tel:+44 (0)1394 674455
Fax:+44 (0)1394 674411
www.absolutebattery.co.uk

Software Products

Nutmeg (£20.00)

Caching, site saving and persistent

history facilities for the Oregano

web browser.

| Money Manager 2001 (£99.99)

• Personal and business accounts

management package.

\:;v;://;.
Business management software, incorporating

stock control, customer accounting, point of sale

and job control. Extra modules available.

www.imagesoft.co.uk
www.imagesoft.biz

Ml prices and specific;

www.imagesoftware.biz

Image Software
48 Hinchliffe Road,

Poole, Dorset, BHI5 4ED.

Tel. 01202 269720

iss otherwise state'



the TCP/IP configurarations set 1
tested communication on a

fundamental level. Just like echo-
sounding sonar where submarines
'ping' the ocean floor or other sea
vessels, computers can 'ping' each
other with a small packet of data to
ensure they recognise each other's
presence. With the TCP/IP protocol
enabled the 'ping' command
becomes available and can be used

on both Windows and RISC OS.

This is a good way to make sure
everything is set up properly
initially. I pinged from each machine
to the other and found them not

responding. After some head-
scratching I remembered that the i-
cubed NIC 1had in my Rise PC was
a combi card (it has both the RJ45
socket used for CAT5 UTP/ lOBaseT
cable and the round BNC/10Base2

connector) — it defaults to the
BNC/lOBaseT connection. A quick
reset of my Rise PC forced the NIC to
auto-detect the cable that was

actually connected and everything
was working fine.

Fundamentally, my two
computers were talking — they had
a direct connection and were sending
and receiving signals on the same
frequency, but they weren't yet

Home improvements

communicating effectively. I wanted
to be able to transfer files from one

machine to the other (in either
direction) so I chose to use FTP
software.

One method of moving files on
the Internet is using the File Transfer
Protocol. Since all computers that can
access the Internet can use FTP, this
allows for broad compatibility
between different platforms. It might
not be the fastest method of

communication between Windows

and RISC OS, but I find it to be
simple, effective, and reliable. FTP
requires a server and client
relationship so I had to find relevant
software to allow my computers to
perform these roles.

I started by searching on TuCows
for Windows software and

AcornSearch for RISC OS. My
searching unearthed CuteFTP and
FTPc (FTP clients) for Windows and
RISC OS respectively, and ArGoSoft's
FTP Server and DeltaNet (FTP
servers). This allowed me to have the
Rise PC serving (sharing) a directory
using DeltaNet and being accessed on
the PC using CuteFTP and also to
have a folder being served /shared
from the PC using ArGoSoft's FTP
server application to be accessed on

the Rise PC using FTPc. There is
always a little configuration required
when setting up such software but it
was simple and straightforward and
things were working very soon.

DeltaNet (RISC OS FTP server):
Inside the application is an obey file
which establishes several system
variables. This needed to be edited to

prevent the initial 'Please edit the
IConfigure file before running
DeltaNet' message from popping up
each time I tried to run the program
and to disable the features of the

application which weren't required
(DeltaNet can run as an HTTP proxy
too, if you want to share Web pages).
Next, having run the application, I
needed to configure a user so that
the PC had permission to connect to
the FTP server and to specify which
folder on my Rise PC it would have
access to.

CuteFTP (Windows FTP client): on
the corresponding client side of this
relationship, 1simply needed to
connect to my Rise PC (using its IP
address) and enter the details of the
user I had just created in DeltaNet.
This then gave me access from my
PC to a shared folder on my Rise PC.

ArGoSoft's FTP Server (Windows
FTP server): the configuration for

www.acornuser.com Christmas 2001
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this was similarly straightforward in
that all that was required was the
creation of a user who was allowed

to access the PC via FTP and to

specify which folder to share to that
user.

FTPc (RISC OS FTPclient): having
entered the PCs IP address and my
user's details I connected to the PC's
shared folder. Once a connection had

been established I could easily store
that connection into the readily
accessible menu listing for
immediate access in the future.

With the underlying
communication between the two

computers having been established
when the TCP/IP protol was
activated and working, running any
other software on top of that
becomes a very simple procedure. It
wasn't really necessary for me to run
both server AND client on both

machines. I could have managed
quite happily running the ArGoSoft
FTP server on my PC and FTPc on
my Rise PC, for example, and still
achieved the same effect but I

wanted to see if each machine would

operate in each FTP role of both
server and client.

There are several ways of
enhancing the communication

Christmas 2001 www.acornuser.com

between my WindowsPC and my
Rise PC. The sharing and
transferring of files is one aspect.
Other software applications exist
which allow one computer with
access to the Internet (via a modem,
for example) to share that access
through the network card to another
computer (PC/Mac/or Acorn)
utilising just the one telephone line.
Email or Web access could be filtered

through one computer so that
unwanted material is not passed on
to the computer in your child's
bedroom.

You might have two computers
but only one printer, so the ability to
share access to the printer without
having to disconnect and reconnect
cables physically would be a benefit.
The A5000 you have with a
200MBytes hard disk could utilise a
little of the spare storage space on
the vast 20GBytes disk in your new
PC.

Maybe you have a CD-Writer on
one machine and want to transfer

files over so that they can be backed
up/burnt to CD for safe-keeping. Or
how about a co-operative game of
DOOM or Quake between two
computers. I chose to use FTP
because it is quick and easy to set up,

uses 'industry-standard' methods of
communication (which means that if
I am connected to the Internet and

want to allow someone anywhere in
the world access to a specific folder
on my computer I can do so by
simple running the FTP server
software and, no matter what
computer platform they might be
using, they can get at the files I give
them access to), and also it didn't
cost me anything.

But those wanting a more
invisible and seamless cross-platform
networking solution might also like
to investigate Warm Silence
Software's commercial offering
LanMan98 which supports Windows'
long filename convention and RISC
OS' filetyping.

Useful links
Windows

ArGoSoft FTP Server (shareware)
www.argosoft.com/applications/ftpserver/

CuteFTP Client (free trial)
www.cuteftp.com

RISC OS

DeltaNet Server (shareware)
www.smilingvalley.co.uk/deltanet.zip

FTPc Client (freeware)
www.ftpc.iconbar.com



meet the award winning 80QDMDis

BOOD
multiregion DVD player

Multi Region out of the box
RGB. S-Video.Composite.Component, SCART
Optical and coaxial digital outputsfor Dolby Digital/PCM. AC3 5.1
decoder built in. DTSCompatible

Multi formatcompatible DVD.CD. MP3 VCD2.0, VCD3.0. DVCD.
SVCD.CVD. CDR, CD-RW

PALNTSC compatible IPal50 Convertor
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Becomin
Oh yes! At last a new bit of

hardware for the platform
which does exactly what it
says on the box and is fun to

use. If you have any money left for
Christmas this is the bit of kit to go
for.

Firstly the fairly boring technical
stuff: The item on review test is the
Wintime Paintpal Deluxe from
Paradise. Paradise consists of Ian
Jeffray an ex-Oreganprogrammer
who worked on the game Burn Out
and wrote the driver software Dave
Flynn, a graphic artist who
presumably does all the artwork.

Ian then went on to form Paradise
with Dave and released the games
Inferno in 1996 and Overload in 2000.
The company is now expanding into
the hardware market with a range of
graphics-related products of which
the tablet is one.

The tablet itself is, as you might
have guessed from the Wintime part
of its name a standard PC item of kit
and Paradise have produced the
RISC OS drivers and some
calibration and test software for the
more discerning users of decent
machines. That being said you do get
the software to use the tablet on a PC

should you so desire and so the
package represents a real bargain as
you get the best of both worlds.

I tested it for review purposes on
my A7000+, my StrongARM Rise PC
and my Windows 400Mhz Pentium
II PC. Sorry about the last one on
that list but for the sake of

completeness... The PC software is
fairly standard stuff but it does

Christmas 2001 www.acornuser.com

Mike Tomkinson explores the new
graphics tablet from Paradise

contain a good tutorial on cartoon
drawing which is worth a look if you
are interested.

As the illustration shows the

tablet is a fairly small and compact
unit measuring approximately 8x8
inches with a 5x4 inch active area.
It's about the same size as a standard

mouse mat and not much thicker. So

space is not likely to be much of a
problem at most workstations but
more of the ergonomics later. By the
way can I still give measurements in
inchesor am I bound by some
European Directive to convert to a
metric equivalent?

Input is via a combination of the
tablet and a stylus. The stylus is fully
configurable so that the normal
mouse buttons can be mapped to a
small switch on the side although the
tip of the stylus is generally set at
Select for obvious reasons. The stylus
is truly pen-like and light and has no
need of batteries or cords of any
type. It becomes 'active' in the sense
that the tablet reads input from it at
about 3mm above the tablet. So from

the point of view of moving the
cursor or mouse pointer about the
screen it does not need to make

physical contact with the tablet. This
is only required if you wish to
actually draw or Select.

The tablet connects to the Acorn

via the standard Serial port with an

extension lead going to the keyboard
port and the keyboard connecting to
a through-connector. It really is one
of those things that sounds
complicated however written but is
simplicity itself in practice. There is
no power adapter as the power for
the tablet is drawn from the

computer and a reassuring green
light on the top of the tablet signifies
that all is connected correctly.

So the hardware is very simple to
connect and all that remains is to

install the drivers and other software.

As we expect this is a simple drag
and drop exercise from the enclosed
driver disc. The main driver software
is called ITablet and there are two

other programs: IScrawl and '.Strokes.
The great thing about the tablet

and the driver software is that the

software allows you to fully
configure the tablet/stylus for how
you want to use it. You are not stuck
with any annoying defaults. You can
configure the stylus, work area, the
buttons as already mentioned, the
serial port and the ability to make the
tablet emulate the Eesox "PenPad".

Now this is the point where you
might need to spend a little time
getting the tablet calibrated to how
you want to work. Notice here that
you are not adapting to the hardware
but that it should adapt to you — an
important point often forgotten



Pen pal

drawn to

except in the work of the Human —
Computer Interface (HO) specialists.

If you wish the tablet to respond
only to slight pressure set it at that
level or if you want it only to
respond to more pressure set it at a
higher level. This is simply done by
moving a line on a graph. Again it is
simpler to do than to describe but
another advantage of the software is
that it comes with an excellent

HTML manual which fully describes
that process.

I have included a screenshot of

the pressure calibration part of the
software.

The pressure is not only the
degree of pressure you apply to the
tablet with the stylus to get a
response but also the thickness of
that response. Let me explain — with
a paintbrush or airgun or even a
simple pencil the more pressure you
apply the thicker the line

subsequently produced. It's exactly
the same with the stylus — it is far
more than a simple pointing device.

The two other pieces of software
are probably the weakest part of the
package and should only be
considered as test software for use in

setting up the hardware to your
personal preferences. After that they
should quickly be discarded in
favour of your own software. There
is really no need to consider this
other than as test software as we are

particularly fortunate to be well
provided for in this area from other
software houses on the Acorn

platform.
Which brings us nicely to your

software and the uses of the tablet.

As you might have guessed by now
the package is ideally suited to any
software which requires graphical
input. Drawing and painting to you
and me. That can range from the

ubiquitous Draw and Paint to any of
the more specialised and numerous
software available for the platform.

As with all such hardware the

tablet is not going to transform you
into a better graphical artist but it
can certainly act as an aid to
productivity. If, for example, you
wish to draw a freehand curve in a

DrawWorks you can use that
particular tool but with mouse it
often looks less than freehand. You

then have to adjust it using Bezier to
produce the desired look. That is
because a mouse cannot easily
emulate the natural movement of a

pen on paper. With the stylus and
tablet you do just that. It can emulate
the true 'look and feel' of how you
might draw. It produces a more
natural look.

To give you an example, I do not
profess to any artistic ability in the
sense of drawing and/or painting.
That being said I could probably win
the Turner Prize looking at some of
the literal rubbish which is classed as

art these days. However, since the
first days of the mouse as a means of
input — back before the Archimedes
on the excellent Atari ST — I have

used a mouse in my right hand. This
is despite being very left-handed.

The stylus is so pen-like, however,
that I could not use it in my right
hand despite over 15 years of mouse
use. It overrode my left handedness
in the way a mouse has never done.
A pen belongs in the hand 1would
naturally write, draw and paint with.
It is, for me, more natural. In fact it is
one of the few times being left
handed presents one with an
advantage as you can swap between
mouse and tablet input instantly —
no hand swapping. That being said
the tablet/stylus acts as such a
perfect mouse replacement that you
might never go back to mouse use
again.

This is a serious point. Many
people now consider the mouse to be
an unnatural method of computer

www.acornuser.com Christmas 2001
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input — some
going as far as to
blame it for

Repetitive Strain
Injury. While I
would not go that
far, the pencil and
the pen have been
around for far

longer and are
certainly more
'natural'. The only
adjustment you must make is to
avoid looking at the stylus and to
look at the screen. Not too difficult if

you think about how you use a
mouse.

So what did I use it on? Well,
Drazo and Paint as already mentioned
as they are on every Acorn. To
benefit properly from the tablet you
can use it on whatever graphics
package you wish to use. It works
with all graphics software currently
available on the RISC OS market the

only proviso being that some
packages do not 'know' about the
tablet directly will require it to
emulate Eesox's PenPad software.

This is easily achieved via the

zr
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configuration software.
Software included in this category

are Photodesk, ArtWorks (if you wish
to utilise the Pressure tool) and
Sludio24Pro. If you use these
packages without the emulation you
will not get any pressure sensing
from the stylus tip.

In fact the device works with all

software and could very easily be
considered for far more than just
graphical input. It really presents a
viable alternative to the mouse as I

have already mentioned.
So, in summary, you will have

guessed that I was very impressed.
Certainly the review model is not
going back to Paradise which is

Christmas 2001 www.acornuser.com

always a good indication of how
impressed I am as I will have to pay
for it.

On a general point this is exactly
the type of development we in the
user community should be
supporting. Whether it be in the
production of drivers for new
printers, mass storage devices,
digital cameras or, as in this case,
graphics tablets.

The Acorn market is never going
to be big enough for the
development of peripherals solely
for use on Acorn machines. It is

about producing good RISC OS
drivers for hardware usually
associated with PCs.

The bottom line is that this is

good hardware with a sturdy and
well thought out set of RiscOS
drivers enabling users to get more
from software new and old. The

manual is a good example of how to
do an on-line manual in that it is
simple and to the point. It all costs
only £65 plus £5 post and package
and it gets onto my Highly
Approved list of hardware
peripherals for the Acorn. Do
yourself a favour and buy one if you
are prepared to invest some money
and a little adjustment time ^^^
into making the best use of it. EZP

Product details J
Product: Wintime Painlpal Deluxe with

RISC OS drivers

Price: £65 plus £5 p&p
Supplier: Paradise, 38 Marlborough

Drive, Sydenham, Leamington
Spa, Warks CV31 1GD

Tel:01926 315907

E-mail: info@paradise-uk.net
Web: www.paradise-uk.net



Money Manager 2001
The next generation personal and business accounts package for RISC OS
is about to arrive. In the meantime, whet your appeitite ... tM9£*£

CERTIFIED PLUG-IN APPLICATION

For a long time now PC users have had decent accounts and financial management packages. That's not to say thatwe
haven't ofcourse (thereare somevery good packages out there). Sadly very few of these are actively being developed
and supported, and since the days when they were, standards have moved on. We now have a wealth of facilities which
the modern on-line world offers the home / business PC user. On-line statements, electronic tax returns and data
sharing have to be the main features ofa good package. Add to that network compatibility and the wealth offeatures
thata powerful accounts package should have to monitor your finances and you end up with a killer-application.

My accounts

Monitor your bank, credit card,
savings and investment accounts.

Accounts payable

Handles all your outgoing
expenses, bills and purchases.
Scheduled withdrawls make

regular outgoing payments
easy to manage & plan for.

Draw graphs

Pick from a wealth of built

in graphs or create your
own, using the powerful
graph creation tool.

On-line services

Link directly to your bank's
website. Download, import
and reconcile statements

straight from the 'Net.

Banking

Integrates with EBMS (our business
management package) for the quick
and easy banking of takings.

Accounts receivable

Monitor income and chase up bad
debt. Scheduled deposits allow easy
planning and forecasting.

Run reports

Built in reports include :

VAT return, Tax return,

Profit and loss, Balance sheet

or create your own reports using
the built in report creation tool.

Transfer data

Transfer data to and from PC,
Mac, Linux and RISC OS accounts
and business packages using the
widely used QIF file format.

And so that's whatwe set out to do; To produce a personal and business financial management package for RISC OS
that brought home to our users so much that we were missing before.

Take, for example, the importing and reconciliation ofon-line statements and the importing and exporting of data to
from otheraccounts packages supporting the QIF file format (eg. Sage, Money, Quicken).

Together with EBMS (our business management package) Money Manager 2001 goes a long way to providing the
'Total Business Management' packagewhich RISC OS deserves.

Take proper control of your finances with Money Manager 2001 for EBMS. Coming soon ...

Image Software, 48 Hinchliffe Road, Poole, Dorset Tel : 01202 269720 Fax : 01202 685072 sales@imagesoft.co.uk
Specifications subject to change without notice. Release date and price TBC. All trade marks acknowledged.
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Curiosity is a very natural

human instinct. Tabloids

capitalise on this, as do
celebrity gossip magazines

and docu-soaps. It's a weakness
that even extends to this part of
the RISC OS world. When I read

through Acorn User I often find
myself peering at the the bottom
right hand corner of a screenshot
in an attempt to work out which
programs a reviewer has loaded
and which icons have been edited
to fit their particular desktop
theme.

This new feature in Acorn User

is set to lower the tone and delve

in to the personal computer lives
of RISC OS enthusiasts and
celebrities.

To kick off, what better place to
start than through the keyhole of
my own humble set up. A quick
glance indicates that its owner is
definitely an enthusiast rather than
a celebrity, you won't find much in
the way of cutting edge Beta-test
patches in my boot sequence.

There are a surprisingly large
collection of solid regulars though,
some of which can now be found

You're invited to take a voyeuristic
look at David Llewellyn-Jones'screen

as standard on RISC OS 4. I'm still

using RISC OS 3.7 so Filters
(Andrew Kemp), raFS (Richard
Atterer), X-files (Wonderworks)
and 3DPatch (Matthew Bullock)
still get a look in.

Figure I shows how my desktop
boots up, with my Tasks and Apps
directories open to show what's
going on. I use Freeze for a fast
start up; a marvellous utility by
Kostas Proitsakis, it sends a copy
of the machine's memory contents
to disc and the whole lot can be
reloaded at any time in just a
couple of seconds. This means
anything can be added or removed
from my boot sequence while
avoiding the usual time penalties.

One program which always
catches people's attention is the
eerie-looking eye which you can
see in the screenshot. Written by
Matthew Hammond, this was
originally published in Acorn
User'svery own *INFO a few years

?v — \.0©o*

ago and, as you might expect, it
follows the mouse pointer around
in a very realistic manner.

You'll also find a number of

other programs on my iconbar:
Chris Morison's Organizer is a well
known favourite; you'll notice it's
one of the few icons I've actually
changed as I'm a bit of a
traditionalist when it comes to

desktop themes. Even my
backdrop is one of the standard
Acorn ones, although there's no
doubt that this does suit the 'grey'
look of RISC OS.

I've also got VirtuDesk, my own
virtual desktop program, the
ubiquitous free memory display
(this one from R.Casula),
SmartQuotes which produces pretty
apostrophes and, of course, Zap.

I spend a lot of time writing up
maths using LaTeX and Zap is
indispensable for this - you can see
a somewhat busier desktop as it
might look in use in Figure II
where I have a collection of LaTeX
utilities loaded.

I've used MikTeX, WinEdit and
Yap under
Windows for

writing up my
work. All of them

are deservedly
acclaimed on the

platform, but the
fact is that Zap,
Dick Alstein's

SemTeX, David
Bryan's SeeDVl
with Jakob
Stoklund Olesen's

port of the LaTeX
document

processor, plus
the various other

utilities which I

use, offer
practically the
same level of ,., ..FigureHI: Thereal desktop whereFigure I: Mydesktop straight after boot up, including Tusks and Apps directories

Christmas 2001 www.acornuser.com
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Figure II: Using LaTeX andfriends on a busy desktop

features.

As far as I'm concerned they
also allow good deal better
productivity. It's not an area in
which you'd expect RISC OS to
excel, but I'd be happy to
recommend it for this particular
purpose. At this task it's at least as
good as the competition.

itallhappens — computer, mess and all

The astute among you will have
noticed that I don't use a

proprietary application launcher.
I've tried several but I still find the
Apps directory suits my needs best
and it fits perfectly with the ethos
of the rest of RISC OS.

While we're on this side of the

iconbar it's probably a good time
to note a couple of other utilities
that I have loaded all the time. The
icon which looks like a RAM disc

leads to a Filer window for
CacheFS. This acts in much the

same way as an ordinary RAM
disc but in a more flexible manner,
allowing the memory allocation to
be changed dynamically in the
same way as Memphis.

I also use an excellent CD

controller by Leo White called
CDPlay. This is opened and closed
by clicking with the right mouse
button on the CD drive icons and
is particularly neat because, in
addition to not taking up room on
the icon bar, it is also very compact
using just 44Kb of application
memory.

This brings us to the end of this
month's virtual tour, so finally, to
put the whole Desktop in its
proper setting, Figure III shows a
shot of my real desktop —
computer and all — especially
tidied and posed in best Hello
style.

So now it's over to you. If you
have a particularly interesting or
unusual set up (it doesn't even
have to be RISC OS), or if you just
want to welcome the RISC OS
community into your virtual home,
why not send in some screen shots
and a brief description.

We guarantee to portray you in
the best possible light and, in the
meantime, I've put details of the
programs, that can be found on my
desktop, in the box opposite. Load
them and you can reproduce what
you see here in the comfort
of your own home. ld£i£#

Filters www.argonet.co.uk/users/parr/acorn/

useful/app.html#Filters

raFS www.informatik.tu-muenchen.de/~atterer/

X-files www.wonderworks.co.uk/free/index.html

3DPatch www.users.zetnet.co.uk/hawk/patches/

Freeze http://users.otenet.gr/~gusuni

Eye witness Acorn User September 1997 (AUCD3)
Organizer www.organizer.morison. net/

Virtu Desk www.mat.bham.ac.uk/llewelld/

Zap www.zap.uk.eu.org

LaTeX etc ftp://freenet.barnet.ac.uk/pub/Acorn/armtex/

CDPlay www.brighteyes.u-net.com/html/download.html

www.acornuser.com Christmas 2001



ne of the most talked about Acorn games is available noW
- Transported to an

unknown world youmust
venture into a dangerous
domain. Not only areyou
»M*K*HIHl-JttJ •• •ltXVlZi M%y* • M

so you can return, you
have to survive and

battle against the evil
denizens who are

determined to
kill you.

^tef.

*****Price

"...The weaponry in this game is second
to none, and outclasses Quake or Doom by

° ^ Acorn Arcade
"I would say that it is a good buy for all
Rise PC owners"

Acorn Arcade

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW AND
HAVE AN EXPLOSIVE YEAR 2001

YES! Please send me
n, •*»...*» , UKpostage, add £1 eachease send me copies ofDestiny @£8 each (subsprice) Europe, addl> each

Rest of world, add £3 each

.Copies ()fDestiny @£10each Postage &Packing

Postcode E-mail

I wish to pay by:

J Cheque/postal order (payable to Tau Press Lid)
~\ Credit Card (No debit cards)

Credit Card No:

Expiry Date: / Your name as on card:

Signature:
• Please tick here if you do not wish to receive promotional information from other companies
Send your order &payment to: Destiny Offer, TauPress, 28a MiddleHillgate, StockportSKI 3AY

i 1

High resolution 3D gra|
Huge varied levels

Serious fire power *r

Intelligent enemies
Original music

Configurable controls

And much more never seen

Playable on A7000+, Rise PC 600 or better. StrgieARM
recommended. Requires CD-ROM dri\'»& lOfjIb RK!vr$,
13Mb hard disc space minimum. RISC C&tfpatch avail



r Not just a
piece of coal

We thought that we would
take a look at the kind of
thing that you put on your
list this Christmas that

aren't the run-of-the-mill RISC OS

connected products. Let's take a look
and see what you might receive in
your stocking.

Palm pad comfort
3M has come up with a neat little
product that provides comfort for
laptop users by cushioning wrists or
palms against hard built-in surfaces
that can cause pressure points.

By helping to achieve a neutral
wrist position these Notebook palm
pads can help reduce the risk of
carpal tunnel syndrome, which (so

What might Santa bring for
you this Christmas?

we are told here on the press release)
is increasing in frequency.

Yes but we don't have any RISC
OS notebooks, I hear you cry, well
that's true right now but that might
not be true after Christmas. No I

can't say anything else about it, not
even if you twist my arm or promise
me Quality Streets.

These pads have a repositionable
adhesive which means that you can
take them off the notebook and put
them back again later — it doesn't
say how many times you can do this
sensibly but they are only £9 ex VAT
a few months of active surface would

probably be worthwhile.
In a cross-over venture between

3M Health Care and the 3M technical

side, these pads are made of a special
therapeutic foam used in hospitals.
The medical fabric covering provides
a silky smooth surface that reduces
heat and moisture build-up — it goes
back to its original shape
immediately the pressure comes off.

You can get them from all good
office and computer supplies dealers.
So there you go.

Putting on the gloves
Obviously health is in the air (in a
very un-Christmassy sort of way)
and the avoidance of repetitive strain
injury (RSI) so if you don't fancy
repositionable adhesive or perhaps
you don't have a notebook for the
Palm Pads, why not try the Glov.lt.

Yup, this is the Glov.lt
To be honest this is not a bad idea,

particularly in the workplace. As is
pointed out here that most statistics
related to RSI only count the cost of
the cost to the State in terms of

benefits paid out.
However with 500,000 people in

the UK suffering from RSI if you
start to add up factors such as re
training, reduced productivity, health
service costs, unemployment and so
on the cost is probably way in excess
of the estimates.

And employers have a statutory
duty to protect their staff — Midland
Bank had to compensate staff
claiming to be suffering from RSI
following a court judgement in 1999.

So we have the Glov.lt —

lightweight, fully adjustable, suitable
for right-handers or southpaws, it
provides support for the wrist and
hand and moulds around any area
under pressure, using it helps

www.acornuser.com Christmas 2001
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Red-Nose Reindeer Day

combat friction, muscle spasms,
aches tension and trapped nerves.

I'm already beginning to get aches
in my fingers and wrists just
thinking about it.

When you buy a Glov.lt that's not
all you get, there are two additional
pads: An extra firm one and a
massage pad which are used in
conjunction with the Glov.lt to
provide extra supprt if needed.

These pads are actually inserted
into the Glov.lt to give it that extra
holding power with a choice of
maximum wrist support or wrist

support
p,3UC ; KFORMANcfo^;?^. with

December 2001 www.acornuser.com

massage — I really must get a
pair of these to test out, 1could
do with a continuous massage
throughout the day.

Tine Knight, MD of
Nighthawk Electronics, who
make the Glov.lt, commented:
"When people and organisations
buy a PC they insure it in case
something goes wrong. Mostly
they forget about the people
actually using the keyboard and
mouse — but they need looking
after too.

"RSI takes many forms
including Carpal Tunnel
Syndrome and Tendonitis which
are very painful and difficult to

cure. With the increased use of

keyboards cases of RSI have greatly
increased. Nowadays in the States
more workers are injured using a
keyboard than in any other way. We
believe we have the answer, the use
of Glov.lt coupled with good posture
will minimise the risk of developing
RSI."

It comes in many colours, not just
grey and red, and they will even put
a corporate logo on it if you want.
Santa is buying a whole set for the
elves, each with a red nose on it.

Nighthawk Electronics 01.799
549881

Christmas songs CD
^here's lovely. Sixteen Christmas

songs on a CD sung by "Children of
Wales" with a lovely snowy scene on

the front. It has all the classic

Christmas carols and songs, plus a
few I haven't heard before.

Okay so now you are
wondering why in the world
we have this being mentioned
in Acorn Llser. Well there is a

i connection and it is a very
i important one:

Just a few issues ago we
featured an article by Robbie
Dobson on his company
Arcania based in Wales which

runs Rise PCs off racks of solar

cells. We are not talking about
Solo computers here, we're

talking fully fledged mains
powered machines, hard drives

coming out of the ears, CD burners,
music editing suites the whole she

bang.
Well it just so happens that this

CD was recorded at Robbie and

Annie Dobson's Springstone studios
and the graphi design and artwork
carried out on a Rise PC running off
solar energy only. Here's what they
say about it:

"Smile Media Productions Ltd, a
small production company in west
Wales, has produced a festive CD - A
Christmas Collection of Songs - sung
by children from all over south
Wales. This was recorded at

Arcania's 24-track studio and

mastered on a Strong ARM Rise PC
using 100% solar power.

"Oregan's MIDIWorks was used
for the initial sequencing work,
SProSound to record the tracks to

hard disc, and all the trimming /
fades, and so on, were carried out
through their StudioSound software.
CDBIaze from Cumana/ Canon
Computing did the honours
regarding the burning of the master
CD-ROM.

"All artwork for the release was

prepared by Arcania in Compo from
Claires. The CD features children

who would not otherwise have the

opportunity to be heard, and none of
them had been in a recording studio
before so the project was very
exciting for them.

"The content is varied, with each

of the tracks having been given a
different type of arrangement.
There's something for everyone here
- from full blown orchestral pieces
and acapella, through to folk and
rock treatments - and the collection

includes carols and traditional festive

songs together with four originals.
You can listen to some snippets from
the CD and also order copies online
at www.smile-media.com"

Now personally I know that just
every person reading this magazine
will know at least one person who
would really enjoy a CD like this. So
get supporting the Save the Children
Fund, because it's for charity, and
you'll be supporting the RISCOS
market as well.

You can order this direct from

www.Smile-Media.com for just £10.99
including p&p for the UK ^^^^
and Europe. QZE)



Merry Christmas
from

the RISC OS

Dealers &

Developers
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Merry xmas from.. IS
gfS®1..to all our customers g^
gQervices
U ^) Limited
°ggggggggggg

ellfinngs
puter

and clients!

- Domain name registration
- Web hosting and design
- Citrix support & troubleshooting

Order online at www.spellings.net
or phone 07785 935497

-^Xhns-Hornby of Photodesk would like to
thank all his friends in the RISC OS
community for their support during 2001
and to wish them all a very happy
Christmas and a prosperous New Year

PUOTODESK LTD 1 The Courtyard. SouthweJ Business Park
Portland. Dorset. DT5 2EA

Tel: 01305 822753 Tax: 01305 86W83

chrisaphoto-aosk.com wwA'.photo-desit.com

Seasons greetings from

Pineapple Softwa*"

- make sure you neu
software doesn't pet eaten/ \

Check out our advert

page 53

._! _

We wish you a

Jteatiy Goad SvttiisM Christina*^X «|V
//Ml the

Jteatty Goad JMfMKN Company

Make sure you net

the best fa

Presentation Software

i

Merry Christmas to all our customers:

^ Past, Present &future.

**
01772 496659 www.co-comp.co.ufe

Q Co —CompLtd
*

Arcania

graphic design
web site design

the solar powered
connection

'making light wark'

http://www.arcania.co.uk

y from all our
team...ings

tel: 01267 267899

PHP Computers wish
the very best of the
Holiday Season

•'•JJ/U

-&r ^«i-\0
ten Printing

Vinyl lettering
and signs.

From Acorn files

14 Eldon Terrace

Reading RGI 4DX

Tel: 0118 956 7947

chris@printmaker.co.uk
www.printmaker.com



Merry Xmas from us all at...

POSu
Setting new standards in EPOS solutions ...

+44 (0) 1592 592265

sales@posum.biz

GREAT BRITAIN • HOLLAND • BELGIUM • AUSTRALIA • NEW ZEALAND

We wish you the very best

of the Holiday Season

from alt at Microbits

Suppliers of aft things

RfSC OS to make

your Christmas
i

even better

NIGEL
JGATHERER

ETC GRAPHIC DESIGN

% Liquid Stltcon
• Computers & Music Hardware • Upgrades • Software • Cables etc •

We would like to wish

everyone a musical
Christmas and a

harmonious New Year,
with our best wishes for next year.

it

A COMPLETE RISCOS DESIGN SERVICE

FROM CONCEPT TO PRINT

Seasons Greetings to alll

tel: 01764 656347

email: gatherer@argonet.co.uk

www.argonet.co.uk/users/gatherer

greetings from

Mtrfie ftrrr y&v get tt the ARM Cft/b'f Mrdfend Show
tn fft December at the Hethnet Motorcycle Museum
tterf to the PEC ft/ft tff the hi*2 end get some reef
Chrrstmer chet

#

*>
V

v

Merry Christmas and a #
v

V
Happy New Year

to users of

#

ImageMaster TWAIN Ovation Pro SparkFS Spark
Trace Chess 2 Panorama Spell CrossStar WordSquare

Hearsay ArcFax SyncDiscs ShrinkWrap...

A from • .Jju

# www.davidpilling.net B
P.O. Box 22, ThomtonCleveleys, Blackpool. FY 5 1LR
email: david@davidpilling.net Fax:(+44) 0870-0520-941

J

**
FREEPOST EH2725

Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR
United Kingdom

Tel: 01592 592265 Fax: 01592 596102

sales@liquid-silicon.com
http://www.liquid-silicon.com

A Christmas Present from Icon Technology
EasiWriter Pro+ for £99.00 inclusive (RRP £155.09)

TechWritcr Pro+ for £139.00 (RRP £213-84)

or upgrade from: [Writer, \EasiWriter4.08 (or earlier), \TcdkWrite.
\StarfWrite, \EasiReader to:

EasiWriter Pro+ for £60.00 inclusive

TechWriter Pro-I- for £100.00 inclusive

Award winning word
processors still under active
development.
Reads and writes MS Word.
254 page manual.

Reads/Writes RTF and HTML.
Multi-column layouts with
graphics.
Automatic Tables and
numbered lists.

Church House, Church Street, Carlby, Lines. PE9 4NB
ww.IconTechnology.net Phone/Fax 01778590563

4 Nfp Marty Chttstmis

tyjete's, nothing



RISC OS

New Year

Ji
#

RiscStation
RISC Based Technologies

A very Merry
Christmas and a

Happy New Year
from all of our

staff here at

RiscStation Ltd.

-. i

...To all our customers

and all readers of

Acorn User

Stuart Tyrrell Developments
PO Box 183, OLDHAM OL2 8FB
Tel: 0845 4588803 /01706 848600 ^^

The very best of the Holiday
Season from Surftee ♦.♦

and the amazing

SmartMedia reader!

Cheek out www.surftee.net

fas same realty aseat dea^

Messy Christmas from
Jteith Say* at n

/a tare Computers

4 Mepw #m ¥4**t

Phone FREE on 0800 052 7918
and speak to KeithSaye between 8am and 7pm

W^V7li|it.lts,^fflJit.l».s»t^A^i.l
TeL08000527918/01279303878. Fax08707058397.

Best wishes tor

the Hew Heat

from

PiSCtiS Ud

Utah you for ehoesiae- PiSC 0St

TOP SECRET • DO NOT READ
Memorandum

From: Agent Itstimeyousentapaymentov
To: Agent Reallydoyoutliinkimrich

Message Rcads:-

It has come to my attention that Soft Rock Software wishes readers of Acorn
User a happy Christmas and new year, and as a seasonal gesture is offering
WebChange, the excellent tool for web site designers and maintainers, to
those readers at a bargain price of only £10 for a limited period.*

To order, quote the pass phrase "My name is not Boris and I am not Russian"
and send a chcque/PO to:

Soft Rock software, 124 Marissal Road, Henbury, Bristol, BS10 7NP.
Further details about WebChange can be found at http://www.softrock.co.uk

Message ends.

•Offer closes 31/1/01

NORTH MIDLANDS / YORKSHIRE

~SZ
Etc
P.O. Box 519

Doncaster

South Yorkshire

DN4 OGE

Tel: 01302 337559

Fax: 01302 337564

MicroDigi
MicroDigital^Djnega

Authorised
Installer

fat Acorn®
at •* il

salesjetcsysterns .co.uk http;//www. etcs^m*|yik



Superblast
retro-sam in

Sitting comfortably? Then 1
will tell you a story... Once
upon a time there was a little
8-bit computer and a little

green lizard called Rcpton. And
between them they managed to
irritate and annoy a huge portion
of the population. Me included.

Now it was said that the little

green lizard had gone to the great
puzzle game in the sky but now it's
been resurrected and it's really
irritating again.

Repton returns with every screen
from the the classic Repton 3,
through The Life of Repton,
Around the World in 40 Screens

and Repton Thru Time. Now when
you consider that the first of these
has three levels and the others have

five each, while each level has eight
screens you end up with 144
screens of pain.

Repton is one of those games
that found the perfect balance of
complexity versus playability
which keeps you coming back for
more — glutton for punishment
that you are.

It is obligatory to describe a
game's elements no matter how

Steve Turnbull gets behind the
keyboard for a real blast from the past

well known they might be so here
goes: The purpose of the game is to
collect all the diamonds on the

screen; use the key to convert solid
object into more diamonds; collect
the crown and then pass over the
time bomb to finish (before it
explodes).

Each level has a time limit but

there are possible time extension
objects. Then there are the
boulders: in a strange twist of
physical laws which assume that
Repton is running round a maze,
the boulders, when any
support is removed, fall
"down" the screen as far

as they can go. Boulder
support can be another
boulder (although there is
a tendency to roll off), any

other solid object, or Repton
himself. However a boulder rolling
on to Repton terminates a life.

There are teleporters and
sometimes there aren't, and
sometimes there are things that
look like teleporters which aren't.
There are nasty creatures that hatch
from eggs which break when
disturbed — they fall like boulders
— and then chase Repton around.
They must be squished with other
boulders. And then there are the

"fairies" which follow a wall and

www.acornuser.com Chrsitmas 2001 fi
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Games

Repton (left and below)
and Balloon Invaders

(right)

are lethal to the touch but

at least don't chase unless

Repton is in their path.
These are captured
automatically in prisons
which convert into more

diamonds to be collected.

All these elements go
together to create fiendish
puzzles which consist
mainly of "how do 1
collect all the diamonds

without that boulder

falling (a) on my head or
(b) into a position which
blocks further progress."

Just to add to the
complexity the different
sections of the games
beyond the classic use
different graphics for the
same game elements.

This version runs at the

right speed on any RISC
OS machine, it
works either

taking over the
Desktop or
running in a
window. Plus it

To the east, the enemy has
bridge, laid over a small riv
This is being used by vario
trucks to supply the enerrv
airfield. Destroy it before t
trucks arrive.

_f _K:

can create your own horrible
screens and exchange them with
your enemies.

If you want a little retro-fun for
Christmas this is definitely one to
go for, as is the other games CD
from APDL, the GEK collection.

I will describe these games
briefly and in alphabetical order,
but on the whole I think it's easier

to let the screenshots tell the story.
AstroSmash is not something I'd

come across and although it has a
certain naive charm it is definitely
the poor relation of this collection.
Basically it is a form of Space
Invaders, you sit on the bottom of
the screen and things come down at
you to be shot at and destroyed.

It does have a few twists, like
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Mission 1

Game

the missiles that come at you sideways and the laser
that slowly sweeps across the screen and is impossible
to avoid — except that you do have your random
hyperspace jump which will hopefully jump you to
the other side of the oncoming problem.

Visually fun but lacking real excitement.
Ballon Invaders I have played before and 1 liked it as

little then as I do now. Perhaps less. It's a sort of
Space Invaders in reverse, you float around above the
baddies who shot up at you. However it is
complicated by the fact that you have to keep the
ballon filled to maintain and adjust altitude.

This game is actually mission based rather than
level based which is an interesting idea however as I

could not play it at all I never found
out whether it was really any good.
The main problem appeared to be the
game running too fast.

Then we have Emotions, this is the
piece de resistance of the whole set,
graphically, musically and game
playability. I loved it. Unfortunately it
wouldn't take screenshots for me so I

can't show you how wonderful it is.
You are introduced to the game by a

long cartoon section which is
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SM

beautifully drawn and nicely
animated. Then you move into the
game proper, the attention to detail
is excellent and the music keeps
you bobbing along.

Strictly speaking it is just a
platform game but it is far more
sophisticated than that. Your little
character goes around solving
puzzles by moving blocks and
piling them one on top of another
then climbing on them.

Armed only with a chainsaw he
must collect the funny little yellow
faces (which express different
emotions, I think) and stave off the
nasty things.

I really liked this game.
Ettroblaster is a smooth shoot'em

up in the Galaxians style with
waves of aliens flying extremely
smoothly across the screen to be
blasted by your little ship with
megaloads of power. Not much else
to say on it except it is fun.

Frak is also on this collection —

this has always been a very odd

Games

joopcouldbe leftout
altogther but some
maylikeit

game and dates back to the very
earliest times of the BBC Micro.

This version has been reviewed in

Acorn User and I won't cover it all

again here. Yoyo's versus monsters,
flying daggers and lethal balloons,
in 1983 it was radical I have never

been entirely comfortable with it.
Unfortunately we have no
screenshots because the palette
colours would not save out

correctly.
Joop is a ladders and levels game

with no plot, fairly poor graphics
and I found it boring. On second
thoughts this is probably the worst
game in the collection.

It may come as a surprise to
some but I had never played Joust
until today. But I like it! The basic
concept is that you are riding a
flying bird thing and you are
wearing armour and carrying a
lance. You then deliberately bump
into other flying knights and win
points ... or not.

It is a one or two player game
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which makes it unique for this
collection and makes it even more

fun for Christmas. I liked the

graphics and the game play, I
almost felt I could hear the crowd

singing "We will rock you".
Finally we have NoWindows, I

think this was a Public Domain

game but for a few minutes of
mindless violence it has to be the

number one.

Just to get the adrenaline going
you have the Windows start-up
jingle when the game starts then
Windows icons fly out of the screen
at you. And you target the
crosshairs and blast the little

buggers, I'm proud of my 94% high
score and not ashamed of my 69%
lowest. All in all this is a decent

collection of games the good ones
certainly far outweigh the bad ones
so it is not a waste of money by any
means.

Who said nostalgia isn't what it
used to be? Let's wallow! |^|»J
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Starry infor
One of the best features of

RISC OS is generally
considered to be the ease of
use associated with the

Desktop. Ideally, then, there would
never be any need to stray outside of
this comforting environment and for
many users this may well be the
case.

Nonetheless, scratch just a bit
beneath the surface and you find that
there is a very powerful system of
commands which you can use to
give you even more control of your
computer. These are known as the
star commands and have been

inherited from the original BBC
Micro days. Over the next few
months I hope to explain some of the
benefits which using them can bring.

To begin, I'll describe the basics of
using * commands, provide some
examples, and hopefully explain
how you can discover more *
commands for yourself. Although I
won't assume any prior knowledge
of their use, a familiarity with the
Desktop will be very helpful.

Let's start at the beginning. Turn
the computer on and you are
presented with your start-up
desktop, but it's not clear from here
how you would go about entering
any commands. Certainly you'll be
typing them at the keyboard since
mouse prodding is not going to be
sophisticated enough, but if you just
type away there probably won't be
any obvious effect (unless you're
running some sort of application, of
course).

At some stage most users will
probably have
hit the F12 key
by accident and
been left with a

dead desktop
and an asterisk

at the bottom

lefthand corner

of the screen. It's

this little *

where all of the

action takes

Figure 1: Creating a task window place, indeed it's

Task

Info •

New task •

Task display

•Commands F12

Desktop boo? r-
Exit

Shutdown AfTF12

u :
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David Llewellyn-Jones looks at the
stars in his RISC OS computer

this that gives them the title '*
commands'.

Unfortunately although pressing
F12is the easiest way of getting to
the *prompt, it's also the worst; a
much better solution is to open a task
window. This will allow you to enter
commands in a window on the

Desktop. Done this way the
commands will execute in the

background and allow you to use
other applications at the same time.

There are a couple of ways to
open a task window. For the first you
should choose the Task window
option from the menu you get by
clicking with the middle mouse
button over the RISC OS icon at the

bottom right hand corner of the
screen (this looks like a multi
coloured cube in RISC OS 4, the
green Acorn nut logo on earlier
versions, as you can see in Figure I,
or even the green cog of RISC OS
4+).

Alternatively you can simply hold
down one of the Ctrl keys and press
F12 once. Be careful not to

accidentally hold down the Shift key
al the same time as this would shut

down your computer, which would
be no good at all.

At this point a window should
appear — this time with a * in the
top left hand corner — and you're
ready to go.

A task window needs a text editor

to work properly and, on a brand
new machine, a copy of Edit will
automatically be loaded for use so
that the task window is actually
running via Edit itself.

A lot of people prefer to use
Zap,an alternative editor and the
screenshols which I'll use will

come from Zap, hence the colours
may be different from those you
would get with Edit. Should you
use StrongEd, a third alternative,
there will be other minor

differences in the display. This
doesn't actually matter: it's the text
which is important and Edit will
work just as well.

So you've got your *prompt,
what do you do now? Well,you can
start entering commands straight
away, but it might be worthwhile
explaining a little about how *
commands work first. The best way
to start, then, is to type Help
followed by Return, which should
give output similar to that shown in
Figure II.

The commands are not case

sensitive, so typing Help has the
same effect as typing HELP or HeLp.
As you can see from the output,
there are a number of further help
options available; the syntax of the
command as it describes it is:

Help <subject>

and these angle brackets mean that
you can replace the text by
something meaningful. Just typing
help results in the suggestion of
replacing <subjcct> with:
Commands, FileCommands,
Modules or Syntax. At this stage the
most useful subject is syntax, so type

Help Syntax

to get the information shown in
Figure III.

This gives details of the format in
which further help requests will
respond and, as you can see, the
angle brackets which we just

==> Help on teyuord Help
•Help (subjects) Jttenpts to qiv* useful infernitien oo ••> s
cul keyuords include:

Lis! ill the ivulible utility conntnd!
inds List all the film; systen-specific conmnds

Modules list the nodule titles
Syntu Eiplain the syntax nejsije fornit

FigureII: TheHelpcommand
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(•help
."> Help on keyword Help
'•Help (subjects) attempts to 9ive useful infornation on the selected topics. Spe

cial keyuords include:
IConnands List all the available utility connands
•FileCoiwands list all the filing systen-specific coiwands
Kodules List the nodule titles
Syntai Explain the syntax nessa9e fornat

•:«h'elp Syntax
:=) Help on keyuord Syntax
Synbols used in syntax descriptions:
0 nark sections to be filled in, 0.9. (filenane) indicates that a filenane shou

'Id be supplied here.
U nark optional sections.
1 indicates a choice, e.9. "RIB" neans "II or 8".

Figure UI: The Help Syntax command

encountered are described there as

well.

Now one of the most useful things
the help command will let you do is
give the help text for a particular
command. For example, there is a *
command called 'Filer_Run' which
allows you to simulate the effect of
clicking on a file in a Filer window.
We'll come on to exactly what this
command does in a later article, but
for the time being to find out more
about it you could type

Help Filer_Run
and it will give an explanation of the
command and its syntax. You can
also truncate the name of a

command by using a full stop. For
example you could have typed

Help Piler_R.
to receive the same response.

Almost all commands can be

truncated in this way, with the
consequence that you can display all
of the help information in your
computer by typing:

Help .
(note the full stop at the end). Be

warned, though, that when I typed

; List all th
list the no

iSyntax Explain the syntax nessage fornat
(•Help Syntax
i==) Help on keyuordSyntax
!Synbols used in syntax descriptions:
l<) nark sections to be filled in, e.9. (filenane) indicates that a filenane shou

Id be supplied here.
11 nark optional sections,

11 indicates a choice, e.9, "RIB" neans "fi or B".
HHelp Filer.Run
|==) Help on keyword Filer.Run
|<Filer.Run is equivalentof double clicking on an object
ISyntax: •Filer.Run (file)l(application)
•Help Filer.R.

[«»} Help on keyuord Filer.Run
I'Filei Run is equivalent of double clicking on an object
Syntax: 'Filer.Run (file)l(application)
•Help ,|

[Figure IV: The window just before itfills andfills

this on my StrongARM Rise PC it
took nearly a minute to scroll
through all of the information.
Figure IVshows what your
screen may look like just before
entering this final command.

Unfortunately help won't
always provide you with the
information you need. This is
because there are two different

types of command under RISC
OS: those in memory and those
on disc.

When you type a *command,
such as Help, the operating system
first searches through all of the
commands that are in memory
(stored in 'Modules') and if it can't
find a match it then looks on disc,
starting with your library directory
(usually set to $.!Boot.Library) and
then in the currently selected
directory.

I'll explain a little more about
these later, but what this means is
that you can, for example, add new
commands to your system just by
putting a utility in your library
directory. The utility would simply
be written to perform the action of
the command; it's a very versatile
system.

Should you have access to another
operating system you may be able to
see that under DOS there is no

distinction between commands on

disc and those in memory, since all of
them are held as utilities on disc.

Using Windows, you can see all
these DOS utilities by opening the
folder C:\Windows\Command

using Windows Explorer (see Figure
V).

A similar method is used on

Unix, as both of these systems are
really disc-based operating
systems.

As I've already said, RISC
OS is somewhat different since

modules can be kept in memory
allowing large parts of the
operating system to be held
ready for use in RAM or ROM
and these can supply their own *
commands.

To get back to my original point,
though, help will usually only
supply information about those
commands held in memory. For the
utilities in your library directory,
often just typing the name of the
utility without any parameters will
give a brief summary of what the
'command' does. Alternatively, some
commands use a -h prefix, for
example you would have to type
tidy -h to get help about the tidy
utility if it were in your library.

There's one further, readily

Figure V: All DOS commands archeld
asfiles on disc under Windows 95

available, way of accessing help
information and that's using the
Strongtlelp manual for * commands.
If you don't already have this (it
won't necessarily have been supplied
with your computer) there's a link to
it from the Acorn User Web site.

Having thoroughly mastered the
art of getting help from the
computer, it's now time to actually
get it to do something and this will
be the topic of next month's article.
We'll look at how you can move
around your hard disc and run
programs from the command line,
and I'll also provide you with some
of the more useful commands which

do things that are tricky to do from
the Desktop.

In the meantime why not have a
go with a few yourself? Remember to
read the help text first as some
commands can be quite powerful
and may do unexpected things but
looking at the help files can only do
good — for your understanding of
your RISC OS computer.
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One of the most talked about Acorn games is available now
Transported to an
unknown world you must
venture into a dangerous
domain. Not only are you
searching for power cells
so you can return, you
have to survive and

battle against the evil
denizens who are

determined to

kill you.

"...The weaponry in this game is second
to none, and outclasses Quake or Doom by
a long way." Acorn Arcade
"I would say that it is a good buy for all
Rise PC owners" .

Acorn Arcade

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW AND

HAVE AN EXPLOSIVE YEAR 2001

YES! Please sendme copies of Destiny @£10 each Postage &Packing
UKpostage, add£1 each

Pleasesend me copies of Destiny © £8each (subs price) Europe, add £2each
Rest of world, add £3 each

Name

Address.

Postcode E-mail

I wish to pay by:

J Cheque/postalorder (payable to Tau Press Ltd)
J Credit Card (No debit cards)

Credit Card No:

ExpiryDate: / Your name as on card:

Signature:

I I Please tick here ifyou donot wish toreceive promotional information from other companies
Send your order & payment to: Destiny Offer, Tau Press, 28a Middle Hiilgate, Stockport SK1 3AY

t:

j Huge varied levels
^Serious fire power •*
j Intelligent enemies
j Original music
j Configurable controls

And much more never^sepn
in any other same of ffti

Playable on A7000+, Rise PC hill) or better. St
recommended. Requires CD-ROM driyeilO
13Mb hard disc space minimum. RISC oMy?



BETT Show
2002 preview

The premier UK Education
show draws nearer and the

organisers have announced a
"Goes to the Movies" feature

in this year's event. With the aim to
showcase the creative and

educational role that film and film

making can play in teaching and
learning for a range of curriculum
subjects.

Pooling the experiences of the
British Film Institute and Ultralab

among others, pupils will be
involved in running live broadcasts
at the Show, script writing, news
reporting, editing, scheduling and
delivering. Cary Bazalgate from the
BFI remarked: "Creative and critical

competence with moving images will
soon become an accepted part of
everyone's basic literacy
entitlement."

Here are some of the new

hardware and software

developments to keep an eye on:

Digital additions
TAG (www.taglearning.com) will be
unveiling a new range of digital
peripherals including a new low-cost
digital video camera, high res still
cameras and sound recording
devices as well as photo/media
manipulation packages and new
multimedia tools that fully
integrate with the Internet.

Where in the world?
The Advisory Unit's Aegis is now in
its third incarnation. This

educational Geographic Information
System (GIS) is designed to extend
pupil's understanding of geography
and ICT features interactive

Show details

Where? 9-12 January

When? Olympia, London

How? www.bettshow.com

REM Pride
Rickett Education Media — www.r-e-

m.co.uk — have produced their latest
Primary catalogue for 2 to 11 -year
olds. Covering school administration
programs to mice, digital cameras,
touch screens and software RFM

pride themselves on being an
independent supplier and reviews of
some of the products they supply are
available on line courtesy of TEEM
with schools and registered ICT
advisors being able to try items on
approval.

Medal winners
ik-com provides online, self-editable
technology and have been awarded
the status of Medallist in the British

Computer Society 2001 IT Awards
for their Internet Kit. The

awards recognise
.innovation and

originality
the

Kit

\Yfeim/
"..{v-'- multi-

V lingual,
online

tool

enabling
users to

create and

maintain

their own web

sites in a few

minutes.

The service is available for a fixed

cost the only equipment you need is
a computer connected to the Internet.
No downloads are needed, no
software, FTP access or uploads.
Users just log on with their password
and ID and then you can move
around but as the site manager you
see edit buttons on each button, click
this change the information and click
save. The new version is then

instantly accessible and live.
For schools a customised version

of the Internet Kit web site creation

software is provided free. For more
information visit www.schools.ik.com

New way out
This year's Dyslexia Awareness
Week focussed on Dyslexia and
Maths. Research over the past twenty
years has indicated that difficulties in
language usually go with those in
maths. While some dyslexic students
are gifted problem solvers many
struggle with other aspects because
of factors such as slow speed of
information processing, poor
sequencing skills, poor short term
memory and weak literacy skills.

The Dyslexia Institute has
developed its own maths programme
and has specially trained maths
tutors but now

they have
produced a new
booklet called

Dyslexia and
Mathematics

which outlines

some of the

problems
involved and

gives useful
guidance to
parents.

Find out more

at www.dyslexia-
inst.org.uk

DYSLEXIA
AND

MATHEMATICS
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A

worksheets on a range of topics as
well as ideas and guidance on setting
up maps, worksheets and
courseware reports. Similar to
commercial GIS programs it supports
the Year 7 to A Level geography
curriculum and has examples of
data, maps and fieldwork exercises
familiar to schools.

The Advisory Unit will also be
demonstrating a new extension pack
for its Weather Reporter. Further

Christmas 2001 www.acornuser.com
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information is available at www.

advisory-unit.org.uk

New phoenix
Europress Software (+44/0 1625
855000) have risen from the ashes of
corporate take-overs to develop a
new A Level Geography revision
program which breaks down the
curriculum into 280 mind maps
covering all the elements of effective
revision. Also look out for their new

SATs revision range of 12
programs for SATs at 7,11
and 14.

:uropress has also launched
a subsidiary — Broadband
Education Technologies
(BET).This takes the form of
a partnership which allows

Local Education Authorities,
Education Action Zones, as well as
individual schools, to make money
from products developed in
partnership with BET, but also to
ensure that broadband e-learning
programs meet their needs.

One example of this is Clironos —
TheTime Lord. A broadband literacy
project for Years 7 and 8 has been
produced BETand Tameside LEA.
Joining Chronos on three missions
with a literacy and historical focus
each mission covers spelling, cloze,
sequencing, writing frames and
comprehension.

Branching turtles
Softease (www.textease.com) are
branching out with a new a
branching database program. Called
Textease Branch pupils learn to
classify information and gradually
build up a database by providing
'yes' and 'no' answers they set
themselves. Answering the questions
builds up a binary tree that can be
viewed on screen.

The poster printing facility allows
the whole tree to be printed onto A4
sheets to make into a classroom

poster. Textease Brandt also uses the
power of Textease 2000 to enable a
full multimedia function to be added

to the branching database.
Another new program will be

released at the same time, Textease

EduTech intrdiices theirnew version of I.essonMaker
- the complete ICT Scheme of Workfor KSI and
KS2 nowwitha multimedia authoring loot
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• Communication Technologies
• Information Technologies
• Networking
• Benching
• NT4/Windows 2000 Servers

• Metaframe Servers

• CD/DVD Servers

• PC systems
• Acorn systems
• Music systems
• Projectors
• Interactive Whiteboards

• Peripherals
• Software

• Internet and Intranet

• New / Second User Computers

Education Specialists
Freephone Sales 0500 690070

Keighley Business Centre, South Street, Keighley.WYorks, BD2I IAG.0K
Phone: 01535 690075 Fax: 01535 690054

e-mail: sales@datacable.co.uk
VAT Number 665332531 Company registration number 3105581

NoticeBoard
Professional

A powerful program for creating and running stand-alone
and user-controlled presentations on RISC OS computers.
Slide shows or rolling display presentations can be easily
created for school, home or business use. Graphics/text/
photo pages are made up using scanned images, sprites,
drawfiles, JPEGS and HTML material, etc. Sound can be

added using a wide range of sources. Programs run on-screen
automatically or user-controlled and large-screen digital
projection is another useful option. Full details in NB Pro
manual, available on request.

Single user £32.00 Site licence £96

picture book 2
With Picture Book 2 reading, spelling and counting become
enjoyable for pre-school and primary school children, and
those with learning difficulties. The six Picture Book
programs offer varied and interesting work and play activities
with a wide range of setting options.

Single user £25.00 Site licence £75.00

Kids Keys
Handy flexible plastic keyboard overlay with large lower

case letters in the 'qwerty' key-board layout for use with any
computer. Easy to fix and remove using Vclcro supplied.

Singles: £2.50 School Pack (10) £20.00
Really Good Software Company

8 Hawthorn Close, Harpenden, Herts, AL5 1 HN United Kingdom

Tel/Fax: 01582 761 395 E-mail: sales.rgsc@argonet.co.uk
Post/packing add UK & Europe £1.50 Other countries

£5.00. No VAT. Cheque with order please

Virus
Protection
Scheme

New lower cost!
Pineapple's highly popular
IKiller virus protection and
removal software has proved
amazingly successful at limiting
the spread of viruses on Acorn/
RiscOS computers over the last
eight years.
Because of a reduction in the number of new viruses
being found, we are now able to reduce the number
of update discs members receive, to just two per
year. This in turn now means that we can also
reduce the cost to members to just £15 +vat for their
annual subscription.
However, there are still 223 known different virus
types which can still cause havoc on your RiscOS
computer system if you do not take the simple step
of subscribing to the Pineapple Virus Protection
Scheme. Don't risk getting infected - join now!

Joining Cost £20 + vat (£23.50)
Renewal fee £15 + vat (£17.63)

Pineapple Software
PO Box 83, Bognor Regis, West Sussex, P022 7WB

Tel 01243 587122 Fax 01243 587953

email:- sales@pineaple.demon.co.uk
www:- http://www.pineaple.demon.co.uk

THE DATA STORE
THE.DATA STORE

microcomputers

3'§£0%

CASTLE DEALER

for RISC PCs and A7000+

RISCSTATION DEALER

for R7500 Lite and NetWorx

RISC OS 4

AUTHORISED INSTALLER

A large range of software and
peripherals for all RISC OS computers is stocked in
our showroom in Bromley - pop in and see us or

order by mail, fax, email or telephone!

SIBELIUS
THE MUSIC NOTATION SOFTWARE

The Data Store now provides the official
Customer Support service for SibeliusAcorn programs.

Annual Subscriptions from £47 - please phone for details
SIBELIUS 7 now only £399 • SIBELIUS 6 only £99

SIBELIUS FOR WINDOWS/MAC now £525

We also stock Graham Jones' excellent music scanning package
SHARPEYE - £60 inc VAT

6 CHATTERTON ROAD BROMLEY KENT BR2 9QN
Tel 020 8460 8991 • Fax 020 83 13 0400

Web http://www.the-data-store.co.uk/
Email info@datstore.demon.co.uk

Open daily 9.30-5.30, but CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY/SUNDAY
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Turtle. A control program which
allows children to explore distances
and angles. At its simplest level, on
screen buttons are used to control the

movement of a traditional turtle.

However, any Textease object can be
named and used as a turtle whether

it's a simple shape, photograph or
piece of clip-art. Advanced control
can provide interesting multimedia
shows or Web designs.

The notes have it
Music lovers should take a look at

Muzantiks a Key Stage 2 music
composition and performance Web
site that explores the arts, science
and technology which works in
conjunction with keep-up-to-date.tv a
new concept in e-learning, created in
partnership with Redbus CPD, with
video-rich modules using the latest
Web technologies to deliver full
screen learning experiences over the
Web. Alternatively, the Web site can
be used in the classroom to

complement more traditional
teaching methods.

BETT will also see keep-up-to-
date.tv's launch of a dedicated

channel for continuing Professional
Development which enables teachers
and others to constantly update their
training without travelling long
distances to conferences and the like.

Subscribers are required to watch a
series of full-motion online video

programmes and take part in
multimedia activities the results of

which are fed back to the

accreditation centre. For more

information contact +44/0 207 739
4908.

Current affairs
Espresso will use BETT to launch its
Secondary broadband service.
Incorporating high quality video
footage, multimedia activities,
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worksheets and Web sites it

comes with detailed teacher

support notes.
Targeted at Key Stage 3

students, the cartoon
characters in the original
primary service have been
replaced with animated
teachers who guide students
through subject areas.

Espresso has created banks covering
English, French, and PHSE.

In addition there is a homework

service designed for narrowband
connection so that children can get
connected from home. Lesson

resources are based around current

and topical television programmes
and news reports.

Primary Espresso is not to be left
out though. With over 400
subscribing schools soon be able to
access a 20th Century Archive.
Aimed at Key Stage 2, it brings to life
major historical events. In addition,
Story Starts is another new section
which combines video with

supporting photos and activity
worksheets.

Covering four genres: Adventure,
Funny, Scary and Amazing stories
include The Hamster with a Bus Pass

and The Flying Sheepdog and are

BETT speakers
This year's keynote speakers will be
Professor David Reynolds talking
about the future of ICT in education

while Professor Ted Wragg will ask if
curriculum demands are stifling the
creative use of ICT in the classroom.

On Friday Peter Houston (the
Director General for Schools) will
talk ask whether ICT can really
transform schools. Final keynote
speaker on Saturday is Professor
Stephen Heppell who will talk about
creative children in a digital age.

BETT Seminars
There are over 45 sessions in four

seminar theatres over four days,
New to the programme of seminars
for 2002 is a session for school

governors covering the duties of the
Governing Body with reference to
ICT and a seminar on the role of film

in education from the British Film

supported by activities such as
interactive story books or word
games. For a sneak preview log onto
www.espresso.co.uk

Speak to me
Spruce up your modern languages
with Channel 4 Modern Languages
Web site (www.LTScotland.com/5-
14/C4modern languages) which has been
designed to support and
complement the Channel 4 series
Chez Mimi and Hennings Hausat
home and school in a fun way.

Both TV series support the
teaching of French and German in
Key Stage 2/3 and the Web site
builds on the characters and

situations. Featuring ten games for
each language, a vocabulary sections
details the words to be used

throughout the site.
A teacher's set provides a

description of the games and
learning outcomes and suggestions
to extend the games into the
classroom.

Most games come with three
levels of difficulty children can work
at their speed and offer colourful and
entertaining ways to develop
language skills and develop
vocabulary. i=<fll»J

Institute.

For 2002 Wednesday and
Thursday sessions focus on Special
Needs/HE and Management, with
Friday and Saturday covering
curriculum subjects. For instance,
science teachers have the

opportunity of listening to Nigel
Paine talking about the strategy
behind Science Year and the role ICT

can play in trying to change young
people's attitudes to science. Then
John Wardle of the Science
Consortium will be assessing the
benefits of using ICT to teach science,
while Roger Frost will be looking at
resources for ICT in science.

The National Grid for Learning
was launched at BETT in 1999 and

with the four year programme now
drawing to an end, Doug Brown will
be speaking on behalf of the DfES
about the initiative and where we go
from here.



Bull
WE DESIGN ICT FOR SCHOOLS

^ Acorn/RISC OS hardware and software expertise

j) Design, installation and support for all network types
including Ethernet, Nexus.... and Econet!

9 RISC OS /Windows connectivity

^ Tailored PC solutions

^ NT Server solutions

9 Curriculum advice &support

^ Managed service provision and training etc

jtesffin
Tel: 01902 894775 Fax: 01902 324287

E-mail: enq@dezignit.co.uk

o

Take Control ofyour School Network
TheNetManager fromPrecedence isone boxwhich

will really make your machines Network!
E-Mail Server and Web Based E-Mail

\ Full IMAP4.1, P0P3, SMTP server. Includes web-based email (including
addressbooks, attachments, etc.)configurable on a per-user orper-group
basis. Content filtering ofinbound andoutbound mail. Spam filtering and
access control list

Proxying
Cache webpageslocally to
speed up Internetaccess,
including siteblocking.

Internet

Connect to the Internet with
ISDN, modems or a router,
Dial-on-demand gives
transparentaccess.

Intranet

Each user can have their own

personal webpages.

WWW

Fullweb-server that can
serve pagesInternally and
externally including web
technologies suchas PHP,
SQL, cgi-bln, perl.

Gives machines Internally transparentsecureaccess to the outsideworldfor
thingslikestreaming and videoconferencing. Portredirection allowsInternal
services to be mappedto the outsideworld.

Users q Security
Have anunlimited number of )\ Full kernel level firewall ing
users each with their own LA todefine exactly what
email and user area. machine can access what

Printing rJ=zfl Windows
Print sharing for Acoms, NCs, I rfc Serve printers, CDs and home
PCs and Macs to eitherlocal areasto Windows computers
or networkprinters. Web- as thoughit wasan NT
basedqueue management server, butwithoutthe
andconfiguration. licence costormanagement

overheads. Fits inneatlywith
existing NT networks.

Support
Full support Isgiven bytelephone, oursupport website,customer mailing
listandremote dial-in management. Software upgrades andpatches
download viaasophisticated automatedupgradesystem which identifies
which server youhave andinstalls allnecessary upgrades, bychoosing the
upgradeoptionfromthe admin menuisallthat isrequiredl

A: PrecedenceTechnologies Ltd
86 KingsHedgesRoad
Cambridge
CB4 2PA

+44(0)1223 562500
+44(0)1223563522

sales@precedence.co.uk
http://www.precedence.co.uk
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A: Surftec Ltd
Glen Road
Hindhead
Surrey
GU26 6QE

+44 (0)1428608121
+44(0)1428 608123

sales®surftec.com
http://www.surftec.com

Rise PC &A7000 Sale

Aselecflcriofexcterro/ITrcomAe^ in

excelentcondition. FYices are onlywhiststockslast

A700012MbHD406, @£50+VAT
A700012MbHD403,CD@£80+VAT

RiscPC61012MbHD515@£125+ VAT
FtiscPC61012MbHD515,CD@£155+VAT

RiscK7109Mbm515,iicfiBe48&sxr^PCt^irr@£175+ VAT
RiscPC71013MbHD515, kncfiee486-S(M0PCcaKr@£180+ VAT

AKF60Monitors @£30+VAT{wtfo systems)
AKF60Mcinitors@£40+VAT(boughtseparately)

486 sxMOAcornPC cairj*nosoftware supplied @ £10+VAT

Ethernetcards /Networking
RiscPCRJ45 Ethernet cardwrienboughtseparately (10baseT)@£45+VAT

Upgradeto RiseOS 4 /StrongArm compatibility (add)£10+VAT

FtiscPCFU45 Ethemetcard whenboughtwhhsystem orhub @£35

PC carnecMy usingLanMan98 £35+VAT
5 port10base t hubat£40+VAT
10 base T2m fly leads@ £2 each

PC Ethernetcard(10/100)RJ45 @£15+VAT

Phone FREE on 0800 052 7918
and speak to Keith Saye between 8am and 7pm

Tc4 0800 052 7918/01279 303878. Fax 0870 705 8397.

All prices exclude VATanddelivery E&O.E AU10

* Rise OS4 Authorised Installer

* Rise OS4 Registered Developer

* Custom made Mac's & P.C.'s

* Peripherals & Consumables

* Technical support & advice

* Over 10 yrs of experience

* Authorised Acorn Dealer

Address :-

41, Riviera Drive
Southend-on-Sea

Essex SS1 2QT

Contact :-

Voice 01702 462385

Fax 01702 469224

Mobile 0850 553356

E-Mail sales@genesys.org.uk
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• A3000+Monitor Stand.

R03, spare motherboard.
A420/l,RO3,with 2
Int.H/D and Video Capture
card+Ext 1Gb HD & CD in

small tower. A410/1, R02-
with old (working) AKF12.
JP101 Printers(2) AKF11,
AKF12, AKF17. Microvitec
Cub, Phillips Green Screen
14/15", Dual 5" discdrives;
Cambridge Workstation
(ABC) + software. Box of all
sorts-including, books and
old games etc. No
reasonable offers refused.

Michael Jones, 01244
676407. mjones@waitrose.com
(Chester)

• Looking for a second
slice for Rise PC. Also a

sound card. Any ideas? E-
mail: rhodribritton@t-online.de

• Various spares,
interfaces, cables, ROM's &
odd bits for BBC B upto
Rise PC. Nothing over £20.
E-mail: redsocks@btinternet.

com for list.

• Rise PC SA233,1GB
HD, 21MB RAM, Single-
slice, RPM 1-5, Pipedream4,
Impression, Style, MIDI,
boxed, excellent condition;
A3010, 4MB, HCCS, 80MB
HD, HiVision24,A/D,
boxed, excellent condition.

David Francis 07973 796873

(Congleton, Cheshire)

• FOR SALE:

StrongARM Rise PC 600
65Mb RAM 3xHARD

DISCS (7.4Gb) 17"Monitor,
Epson GT5000 Scanner,
Videodesk, RiscTV, PC
Card, most major software.
Contact:

ferrylovelantl@tallc21 .com

• I would like to hear

from anyone who may be
interested in our Acorn

Networks which have

become redundant. The

systems comprise mainly of
A3000s and A3020s with

A5000 servers. 1am being
encouraged to BIN them
(sacrilege) but would prefer
to find a caring home for
them. Contact

vr<ioadsrnoie t>

MuUiscancoou

printer,
names.

discs.
9821
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•^7000, R
425HD comp
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• Wanted: Video

digitiser for 440/5000 or
RISC PC, Colour or B/W of
interest. Contact

kit@enodoc.demon.co.uk with

model/price.

• Rise PC SA,
36Mb+2Mb VRAM, with
Sibelius 7, new & boxed; 24
x CDROM; 2 slot
backplane, MIDI interface,
AKF60 monitor; bargain
£790 Tel: 01934 424588

(Weston-s-Mare)

• A3000 HD, RISC OS 3,
4Mb, Monitor. A3010 2Mb
with Monitor. Software for

both. Citizen Swift24,
Citizen 120D printers. £50
for all. Tel: 01757 638643

Mick. (Selby)

• Programmers'
Reference Manuals (five
volumes) FREE to a good
home (school preferred).
Alan. Tel: 013808 48122

(Devizes Wilts)

Pr. Man.
£20; Q4G

• A3010. 4Mb RAM,
340Mb IDE HD, Win
Philips colour monitor; DM
printer, speakers. Loaded
with Style, FontFX6,
EasyFontPro, ArcFSr/w,
Talkwrite, Publisher+,
TextEase, Artworks,
Fireworkz, Sibelius,
Spreadsheets, Utils. Boxed
like new. £120. E-mail:

jimsarlin@ukonline.co.uk

• FOR SALE:

Archimedes 420/1, 8Mb
RAM & HD floppy drive.
Needs hard disc drive.

ALSO: BBC Model B,
Eprom card upgrade with
lots of software/firmware.
Both in working order.
Contact: ray.curry®
btinternet.com (Clos)

• Acorn A3000 with

Microvitec monitor, (ex
school) 2Mb RAM, Morley
I/O card, games, good
condition £35 + £12

postage. Portsmouth 07713
630087 e-mail

asteroid.76@virgin.net

azine

or , -> '
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RISC OS

Mike Cook buys another round for RISC OS users
I was saddened to hear of the

untimely death in a fire of Mike
Wilson from the Wakefield

Computer Society.Although
confined to a wheelchair in the last

few years his enthusiasm and
humour were an example to us
younger ones. Certainly his laugh
permeating through an audience was
better than any warm-up man in my
annual talks to the society, giving
some stories a better response than I
thought they might receive. He will
be sadly missed.

if you have followed my articles
and projects over the years I am sure
you know that I have an interest in
generating stereo images on
computers. For some time I have
been looking for a stereo camera, one
that takes two pictures at the same
time from slightly different positions.
To this end 1have been keeping my
eye on the Ebay auction site on the
Net. However, I was surprised the
other day to discover a camera that
takes four pictures simultaneously
so, intrigued, I made some
investigations.

It turns out this sort of thing is
known as lenticular imaging and is a
way of producing 3D images on a
single printed sheet. You may have
seen 3D postcards on sale at tourist
locations, the pictures are printed
under a layer of fine plastic ribs.
These allow only one image at a time
to be seen, rather like those cards
you get in packets of breakfast serial
that appear to have moving images
when you tilt it slightly backwards
and forwards.

Apparently you can get people to
print you own versions of this. What
I am really after actually is a
companion to my Apple Quicktake

100 camera so that I can do some

electronic 3D picture taking but I
can't seem to find a secondhand one.

So if you know of one please let me
know and we might have some more
interesting things to ramble on
about.

alex@alex writes with some problems
he has had upgrading:
IPKjjIB "Having taken the plunge
RRjJgand gone for upgrading to
&2«2 RISCOS 4 I have now
installed the software and changed
the hardware and still have a

working computer except for one
little problem, my Iomega Zip
Drive. Once the chips are installed
it will not read discs formatted in

RISC OS, only gives 'broken
directory' error message.

"The system will read and write
to discs in DOSFS format but trying
to reformat to DOSFS results in

error message 'Disc not
understood'. Appeals to Surftec
(Alsystems are no longer in the
RISC OS market) and Gary Partis
have not achieved any help. 1am
hoping you may be able to shed
some light on my dilemma, I am
using Alsystems Power-tec with
PowerManager vl.90 and ZipFS
vl.42.

"As I have numerous Zip discs
containing data and intend to use
this medium to backup prior to
reformatting my hard drive the
current situation is a concern. A

downloaded read-only copy of
ZipFSLite from Partis did not alter
the problem."

11 had a quick word with
RISC OS Support and they

Isaid that this is a standard
problem with AlSystems SCSI cards

and the solution is thankfully quite
simple, all you have to do is unplug
the DOSMount module from the

SCSI card using the *UNPLUG
command.

Gary Hughes liked my articles on
PDS images and the NASA image
files but had a question:

"I noted, with interest, your
recent articles on using PDS
images. I have a copy of

PDSViezv, along with three CDs of
Voyager data. I can view the images
with no problems (apart from
having to use CDROMFS). Given
the age of PDSView, are there any
NASA missions where the PDS data

cannot be viewed by PDSView?"
11 too have a copy of PDSView
and while it was quite
advanced in its day, those

days were when our computer only
had a 256-colour display. This was
not a conventional 8-bit colour

display because the palette was
fixed, this meant that a lot of image
processing that relies on
manipulating the palette couldn't be
done. Also this meant that there are

only 16 shades of gray available.
Unfortunately when they built the

Rise PC the software was done in

such a way as to lock the palette in
the 256 colour mode so it was no

better. You could obtain better results

in the 16-bit and 24-bit modes but

these have no palette so palette
manipulation was a no go.

Also PDSViezv, or at least my copy,
was not very compatible with the
Rise PC even in 256 color mode, the
results are rather unpredictable. For
example if you put the computer into
256 grey scale and then do any
palette manipulation you are thrown
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back into 256-colour mode with a

screwed up palette.
Anyway this program is the same

vintage as the Voyager series, or at
least the first 12 volumes so there is

no trouble, other NASA image work
to only a limited extent, if at all. For
example the digital maps of Mars
work on some images but it gets the
aspect ratio wrong on others. Also
the image manipulation leaves a lot
to be desired on this set. It displays
the Magellan images but at only half
the X resolution and the results look

grainy. You get nothing at all on the
Gallieo, pre-Magellan and Viking
Lander sets despite them being 8-bit
images and it won't touch the 16-bit
or 32-bit images in the Einstein x-ray
observatory set or the Mars explorer
set.

For older machines it is probably
the best image processor there was
but it is not up to driving today's
hardware.

Now onto the continuing saga of
Robin Hampshire, if you remember
last month he was looking to use the
1-Wirebus for his heating controller,
he has now sent a progress report:

"Since my last e-mail to you
I have come on in leaps and
bounds, relatively speaking.

I have acquired a 1-Wire weather
station from the company in Mexico
which have taken over production
from Dallas Semi, and got a
pleasant surprise with it.

"The interface plug supplied
with the kit is the DS9097U, which
is based on the DS2480b chip and
comes ready set up for any 12V
serial port. You just plug one end
into the serial port, and the other
end is an RJ11 socket which takes
the supplied length of data cable
(c/w plug). I also read in the data
sheet for that device (my collection
of data sheets gleaned from the
Dallas Semi Web site and printed
out now fills a large loose-leaf
binder) that the DS9097U/DS2480b

is a true-ground device.
"The 5V power supply which I

built for my IIC circuits is a +/- 5V
supply, but the common ground is
floating. I include a sketch of its
layout, and my proposed use of the
+ve part in the 1-Wire set-up. If it is
suitable, I shall probably rebuild it
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using the +5V bits but spanning
both output coils in parallel to
make the load more balanced.

"The DS Application Notes on 1-
Wire bus design warn against
earthing the unused pairs of Cat5
cabling or using them for other
purposes, if the bus is going to be
very long. However, I don't think
the length I envisage for my
purposes will be compromised by
using one of the spare wires to carry
5V around the bus. It may even
come in handy as a power source
for the temp sensors, so that I can
do temp conversions from all of my
zones at once.

"I would value your advice with
regard to my proposed powering of
the I/O chips. Each Solid State
Relay input current at 5V will be
10.5mA (RS spec) and if I have 20
zones there is a max theoretical

current requirement of 210 mA from
the power source.

"Getting to grips with the
DS2480b chip has been fairly
rewarding. It has its own algorithm
for doing a ROM ID search, and it
differs from the algorithm you gave
in RTR63 in that each search starts

from the LSB — the other end from

your search. In a nutshell, the user
tells the DS2480 which way to go
whenever there is a conflict, and the
chip then reports back to the user
how many conflicts, and where, it
encountered on each pass.

"I spent several evenings with
graph paper, pencils and rubber to
come up with an algorithm of my
own which will now work with any
combination of devices, and, as I
can dimension arrays on the fly, the
only thing that is stopping me from
going out and buying 2A48 chips to
test it on, is the knowledge that
you've already got six of them so I
can't. I also attach a flow diagram of
my algorithm for your info.

"Anyway, thanks for all your
help so far — I look forward to
hearing from you with the bits I'm
still unsure about."

If that is the only thing
stopping you from
purchasing that many devices

is that I have some you mustn't be
short of money. Assuming they were
lp each then it would cost you
£2,814,749,767,106 and 60p, I can

think of better things to spend the
money on.

I have had a look at Robin's

power supply circuit which at first
looked faulty but then on subsequent
e-mails he confirmed that he had

drawn it incorrectly. It is quite some
lime since I wrote my applications so
can't really comment on the
completeness of it but it looks
quite simple.

Theflowdiagram for the ROM search routine when
usingtheDS2480b chipforsearchingfor deinccs on
the I-Wire bus

Soarch Complete

i

flag^b «• Hags for next pass
rx_b «.conflict flags lor previous pass
last_d() - array holding (lags for each

previous pass

Set path flags all to zero

Transmit search pattern

Receive reply

I

Decode data and extract
conflict flags for last pass

set flag_b(m) such that m
is the topmost set Hag in
rx - I.e. rx_b(m) . 1

Unset all bits in llag_b which
are more significant than m

leave all bits in flag_b which
are less significant than m
as they were.

Compare tho resulting bit pattern
with those that have been used

in previous passes

Has this

sequence be
used before

Unset the topmost set bit
(m) in both rx_b and
flag_b

Are there

any bits in flag_b

Contacting AU j
Mike Cook:

rambles@acornuser.com J



Coming soon....

...a major new RISC OS application

ISorte - a multimedia database authoring system
Create databases and presentations with ease.

Outputdata as reports, CSV or HTML.
Applications includeFamily Trees, School Projects,

Learning Aids, Presentations and more.
(check web page for developmentnews)

Supporting Acorn computers from
1982 to 1999

Proud to support RISC OS
computers from 2000 to the future
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^Phenomena

RISC OS Software for work and entertainment

104 Manners Road, Southsea, Hampshire P04 0BG
Tel. (02392) 871530 - Fax (02392) 871531

info@digitalphenomena.co.uk
www.digitalphenomena.co.uk/software.html

AntUtils £5.00

The popular enhancement utility to the Ant Internet
Suite.

-Automatic timed fetches of email and news.

- Auto launch up to 20 internet search engines.
- Allow Fresco to 'pretend' to be Microsoft Explorer or Netscape.
- plus many more features.

Disc Commander £29.95

Disc Editor and Toolkit Utility
- Edit virtually all known disc formats
- Use as an aid to recover lost or accidentally deleted data
- Powerful virus checking.
- Fast byte search
- compatible with most popular filing systems including parallel zip
drives, SCSI drives and 'large' discs.
- Fully RISC OS 4 compatible, including new format discs.

FresUtils £5.00

Special 'Fresco only' version of AntUtils, for Argo
Voyager Users.

NetReader £20.00

Easy to use offline Email reader, specially designed for
novice users and schools.

- Multi-user and Network compatible
- Auto text censoring for school networks
- Marcel and CIX Conferencing compatible
- System admin control such as 'forced replies' and
'open/closed' email times/days.

Classic Games Compilation £10.00
A compilation of classic games including:
SuperSnake - an addictive version of the old favourite
arcade game, featuring configurable keys, one or two
player games, computer controlled snake and over 20
increasingly difficult levels.
Runeseeker - An arcade adventure. Can you explore the
maze to locate all the hidden coins and escape with your
lives intact? Features 12 fiendishly difficult levels,
teleports, locked doors, bombs and even an unfriendly
yeti intent on hunting you down!
Shanghai - A desktop version of the classic Chinese
strategy game. Can you remove all the matching tiles in
the quickest time? Featuring different tile sets, board
styles and difficulty levels.
Blackjack - A desktop version of the popular casino
card game, featuring full casino rules.
Nightmare Park - A bonus RISC OS version of the
original BBC B classic featuring the original 'mode T
graphics but now RISC OS 4 and StrongArm
compatible.

VZap £10.00
The original Acorn virus scanner.
- Free support as and when new viruses are discovered
- Easy use. Start scan with only two mouse clicks.
- Network compatible for schools and colleges.

These and more shareware applications and utilities are
available to download for free evaluation from:

www.digitalphenomena.co.uk/software.html

Web design and general Acorn/RISC OS consultancy
and help available. Please email for details.
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Absolute Batteries

Akalat

Arcania

ARM Club

Castle Technology
Cerilica

CJE
Clic Education

Co-Comp
CTA

Datacable

The Datastore

Design IT
Digital Phenomenon
EFF

ETC Graphics
ETC Systems
ExpLAN
Future Computers
Genesys
Icon Technology
Image Software
Internet Cameras Direct

Kiiro

Liquid Silicon
Microbits

MW Software

Photodesk

David Pilling
PHR Computers
Pineapple Software
Precedence

Printmaker

ProCAD/David Snell

R-Comp
Really Good Software Company
RISCOS Ltd

St Matthew's Publishing
Serious Statistical Software

Softrock Software

STD

Surftec

Tau Press

Wardlaw Surveys
Windfall
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Not 'Art
mice • connectors • leads • keyboards • advice
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Stuart Tyrrell Developments
PO Box 183, OLDHAM 6L2 8FB
Tel: 0845 458 8803 / 01706 848 600

Fax: 0870 164 1604 (national rate)
Email: lnfo@stdevel.demon.co.uk
http://www.stdevel.demon.co.uk

To advertise in

OMAL SO

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE: MEDDALWEDD ADDYSGOL:
Contact Gaynor of Citeat Glyn Cottage, Nant Y Garth, Y Fellnheli,
Gwynedd. LL564QB. Tel: 01248671093e-mail gaynor@elicsqft.co.uk.

• Nine-pack Science series covering all

aspects of the National Curriculurrf for
* ''','•',"'/''',

Science, Ages 5-1 bThree KSI titles and

Six KS2 titles.
• •

• Support packs for TextEase and My World

• Offers colourful support for the curriculum

See Web site at www.clicsbft.co,uk.

SOFTWARE

Interactive
Registered Authorised

15|5! ?|5i
The RISC OS hardware/software specialists

Internet: Web/Email/Networking

Music, Multimedia, Systems and More...

22 Robert Moffat, High Legh, Knutsford, Cheshire WA166PS

Tel: 01925 755043 Fax: 01925 757377 rci@rcomp.co.uk
http://www.rcomp.co.uk/

Acorn

Publisher
Everything you need to know about desktop publishing, graphics
and web design. Seeour in-depth series on Photodesk, and new
tutorial series on Easiwriter. Practical helpand advice for all. Write,
phone or emailfor details of special offers for new subscribers.

AKALAT PUBLISHING

P.O.BOX 231, BARTON
BEDFORD MK45 4HQ

Itel/fax 01582 881614
email akalat@kbnet.co.uk
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Editor: editor@acornuser.com Letters: letters@acornuser.com

Enquiries: enquiries@acornuser.com News: news@acornuser.com

Advertising: advertising@acornuser.com Comms page: comms@acornuser.com

Webmaster: webmaster@acornuser.com Graphics: graphics@acornuser.com
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The Electronic Font Foundry
11 Silwood Road • Ascot • SL5 OPY

tel. 01344 875201 • fax 01344 875202

fonts@eff.co.uk • www.eff.co.uk

The Edward range oj
fonts provide a complete

set oj tools to take
children Jrom early
reading and writing

right through to speed
reading.

EFF Edward. Primar

EFF Edward. Two

EFF Edward, Three

EFF Edward Three HiRes

To find out more about EFF fonts, please visit http://www.eff.co.uk

ORTM WEST

SCOTLAMD

168 Elliott St.

Tyldesley
Gtr. Manchester

M29 8DS

Acorn Dealer and RiscOS Centre of Excellence

Acorn Spares and Repairs

All Acorn Machines available on 0% finance

Installation. Networking
Repairs on a no-fix

no-fee basis.

Tel. 01942 797777 Fax 01942 797711

See Main Advert on

Paees 4 & 5

Liquid Silicon
• Computers & Music Hardware • Upgrades • Software • Cables etc •

Registered
>per

Authorised
Installer

Si*?

RISCOS4(DIY) E109.95
Fitting (ROMs only) . . . .C10.00
Fitting (ROMs, hard drive
reformatting and software
transfer From C25.00

Carriage on machines Is extra.
Pleaso call for details of any extra
charges on high-spec machines.

FREEPOST EH2725

Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR
United Kingdom

Tel: 01592 592265 Fax: 01592 596102

sales® liquid-silicon.com
http://www.liquid-silicon.com
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d Christmas Collection &songs
sung by Children of Wales

songs for the festive season
visit ou,p web.site to take a listen

mastered on a SA Rise PC using 700%. solan power

SMILE
'Media Productions

£10.' - feuv online, or send yout cheque to
23 Heol y Meineiau, Pontiets,

Carmarthenshire. SA.15 5.R.T

http://.www^s.mile-media.com

Wardlaw Surveys
Authorised Acorn Dealer;

for all your needs from supply,
service, repair and full after-sales.

Wardlaw House, Kirkhill,
Inverness IV5 7NB

Tel/Fax: 01463 831214

E-mail: sales@wardlaw.demon.co.uk

Web: http://www.wardlaw.demon.co.uk

IGITAL IMAGING

{'C-

www.photodesk.ltd.uk^

acting for Graphics Hardware and Software

Chris Hornby
Photodesk Limited

1 The Courtyard
Southwe/I Business Park

Portland DT5 2NQ

Tel: 01305 822753 Fax: 01305 860483

Mobile: 07740 895851

Email: chris@photodesk.ltd.uk



The world's number 1 RISC OS magazine

ou already know what a great
magazine Acorn User is - it's the only
place you can get accurate, rumour-
free, detailed RISC OS news plus our
in-depth hardware and software
reviews.

Take out a subscription today and
u guarantee never to miss an issue

of the biggest and best RISC OS
magazine in the world - at a lower
price than you can get in the shops.

ubscribe now!

back
issue;

Missed out on one

of our previous
issues? Take this

opportunity to bring
your collection up

to date. But hurry -
stocks are limited.
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Call our

Subscription Hotline

Tel: 0161 429 8902

Fax: 0161 429 0685

e-mail: subscrip@acornuser.com
Please quote code 'A0113' when
subscribing by phone or e-mail

To receive the January '02 Acorn User (issue 242) all
subscriptions must be in by Tuesday 18th December.

Subscriptions received after this date willstart
with the February 2002 Acorn User (issue 243). j

Issue 240

Decembejk$001
Issue 239

NovembeMlOOl

machines

you can buy now
• Gadgets for the

holiday season
• All the regulars

Issue 236

August 2001
• All about Slym
• Eco-friendly Web
• Messenger Pro

review

• Organizer review
• Report on the

RISC OS Expo

rything about
RISC OS 4+

• What is XML all

about?

• E-Commerce

explained

Issue 235
July 2001
• Vantage review
• Wakefield Show

report
• Mike Cook's

Graphics suite
• More on User

Interfaces
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Please send me the following
subscription/back issues:

Please subscribe me for:
Annual subscription (13 issues)

Nezo Renewal

UK J AUN0U3Y r~] AUR0113Y
EU ~ AEN0113Y ~ AER0U3Y
World ~ AWN0113Y ~ AWR0113Y

£45.99

£51.99

£63.99

Renewal

AllROU 38

AER0113S

AWR01138

Renewal
AURU1134

AER01134

AWRO 1134

8-issue subscription
New

UK "J AUN0T138
EU _ AEN01138
World _ AWN0U38
4-issue subscription

New

UK ~\ AUN01134
EU _ /1EN02I34
World AWN0U34

£29.99

£34.99

£40.99

£15.99

£17.99

£20.99

Please send me thefollowing back issues:
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Issue 237, Sep 2001 £4.20 £4.70 £6.30
Issue 236, Aug 2001
issue 235, Jul 2001

• Issue233, May 2001

Any 2 back issues: UK £7.40 Europe £8.05 World £11.15
Any3 backissues: UK £9.60 Europe £10.55 World £15.20

7 wish to pay by:
] Cheque/pOStal Order (payable to Tau Press Ltd)
J Credit Card(Visa/Mastercard)
Credit Card No:

LD

£4.20 £4.70 £6.30

Expiry Date: [_ /
Your name as on card:.

Prices include postagt &packing

Signature:
Allcredit card transactions icillbeunder the name Corporate Software
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Address

Country
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E-mail

Send your completed Acorn User
subscription/back issues form to:

Acorn User, Tau Press, 28a Middle Hillgatc,
Stockport, Cheshire SKI 3AY

Telephone 0262 429 8902 or fax your completed
Acorn User subscription/ back issues form with

credit card details to

0262 429 0685

Have a query? E-mail subscrifj©acornuser.cont
Please note e-mail is not secure, we do not recommend
sending your order details as plain text though you can
scan a signed form and send it compressed by e-mail.

I | Pleasetick hereifyou require a receipt
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Revisionist
I have been a subscriber to

Acorn User for as long as I can
remember and have back

copies to 1997. It was
interesting to read Andy Burgess e-
mail in the December issue with

the suggestion of a beginner's
guide. It is not so much a
beginner's guide that I want, more
a revisionary text outlining all
that's possible on the RISC OS
machines.

I remember some years ago
when I upgraded to a new machine
Acorn enclosed a small A5 colour

booklet detailing their different
machines, the accessories and what
they could do, and the different
types of software that could be
used. It provided a sort of vision as
to how you could, through time,
build your system up.

Perhaps something of this sort
could be prepared and supplied
with each machine and also as a

separate item.

David Heatherington
by e-mail

This certainly sounds like a good idea
though it is trickier nozo with the
different types of machine that are
aimilable: After all you can get the
Acorn-badged machines that will take
podules, and newer machines that
zi'on't — but might take ISA or PCI
cards or even have a USB port.

And that'sjust the hardware —
although admittedly the software is
less of a problem since pretty much all
software will run on the nezo
machines. It is a good idea and
something that RISCOS Ltdshould be
responsible for.

Trawling for reminders
Acorn User through its articles,
reviews, hands-on and advertising
features provides this service but
understandably it has to be at the
cutting edge of the technology,
whereas I am often trawling back
through the magazines to meet a
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need that was described months

ago.

I have found the RISCOS

Products Directory on the Internet
very useful and I wondered
whether Acorn User could produce
a database of articles from previous
issues to make searching back-
issues less time consuming. I'm
sure that if 1could more easily
access information about products
I would do more to make full use

of my RISC OS machine.
While more than happy to

continue attending any RISC OS
User Show that I can get to, the
latest exhibition, left me feeling a
trifle uneasy. Depending on who
you consult, RISC OS is either
dead, dying, or alive and
flourishing, albeit in a low-key
fashion.

The high point of the RISC OS
User's year, is (or was) the
computer shows, Wakefield in the
North and this year Bletchley for
the rest of us.

This year's October
Extravaganza, occupied part of the
Blue Mountains Golf course and

Conference Centre's premises at
Binfield in Bletchley, situated
approx. seven miles from Reading.

Well, not very well attended by
the cognoscenti, an ageing but well
informed segment of the British
Computer scene, but regrettably
representing less than the full
spectrum of RISC OS user interests.

Where were the next generation
of RISC OS users or the software to

interest either the Game playing
fraternity or the education sector? I
am not saying that these were
completely unrepresented, but
compared to shows of only a few
years ago, when a score or more of
producers and vendors competed
for our attention in each of these

areas of interest, not a very
impressive showing.

Where were the technical

experts which used to frequent the
stands of some of the larger dealers

stands, each of whom could keep
punters patiently queuing for
attention, in the hope that
enlightenment would be
forthcoming?

Theatre presentations used to be
about innovation or consisted of

neatly rehearsed demonstrations
professionally performed, and not
just amusing comments about
Wintel, or enthusiastic apologies
for products long expected but still
not ready.

I know that RISC OS is lovingly
supported by organisations whose
sales and service is legendary, but
the clock is ticking, and we do not
seem to be making much progress.
Where were the promised new
machines or even the upgraded
operating system hinted at a year
earlier?

It wasn't all bad news — I did

not really mind travelling for more
than two hours to get to the show
and a similar length of time to get
home. 1 did not even mind the

confusion about the shuttle bus

service. The chance to renew old

acquaintances, together with the
available bargains compensated in
no small measure.

But RISC OS needs new blood in

order to ensure survival. We

desperately need new machines
that match or exceed the Wintel

and Apple hardware in terms of
speed and capacity. Even more
urgently we need new software —
Cerilica Vantage offers some hope,
but we need other software of

equivalent quality. We need High
Street dealers who know we exist.

Magazine support from publishers
who can appreciate what is
possible, and are prepared to sing
the praises of RISC OS in
magazines like Personal Computer
World, or PC Plus alongside so
called mainstream technology.

Perhaps this is really a plea to
those who regularly pontificate on
what RISC OS needs in order to

evolve. Stop looking inwards. Take
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writin
a more provocative stance. Time to
start writing to PC and Macintosh
magazines to remind their editors
that we are still here. Take time to
walk into PC World, Dixons or
other local computer store, and
enquire why they are not
supporting our platform. Contact
the software companies like Adobe
or IBM Lotus or Macromedia and

ask when we can expect to see
RISC OS versions of their flagship
products.

If we do not ask the questions,
there may come a time sooner than
we expect, when we no longer
have dedicated computer shows to
attend. If we are to have a future

we need to get back to where we
were four or five years ago, like I
mentioned earlier, "I have seen the
shape of the future, as it was, if not
yesterday, then certainly a day or
two earlier.

G T Swain

by email

There is no doubt that zve do need to

shout louder and not be embarrassed

about owning RISC OS machines.
However 1 wouldsay that there is
little point writing to dedicated PC
mid Mac magazines — at least don't
expect to get anything published —
just as wedon't do features on PC
software or Mac software alone though
they mayget mentioned, they won't
talk about RISC OS in isolation.

You may notice thatarticles in
Acorn User mention PCs and Macs

when it is appropriate to do sofor
comparison and then it is because the
author knows enough to make that
comparison. But you won'tfind that
situation very often in any author
writing for a PC magazine, they don't
know RISC OS therefore they won't
mention even in comparison.

High Street dealers won't stock
machines unless they havea good
reason to think they will sell a lot of
them, and that will only happen if
RISC OS products were backed up by

multi-million pound TV advertising
budgets and a massive PR campaign.

Again that doesn't mean you
shouldn'tgo into a shopand ask for
the latest RiscStation or Acorn

machine. But you have to do it
cleverly and besurprised when the
ignorant shop assistant doesn't know
what you mean. And then when they
want to shozo you the latest HP
machine, ask them whether it runs
RISC OS.

Of course if the person is
knowledgeable all you need todo is
say "Oh, you mean you haven't heard
what's happening?" Sigh sadly and
zoalk away. It will drive them nuts
wondering whether there is something
they don't know about.

Mr Bill Box-shifter
I was recently browsing in PC
World (sorry) and came across the
shelves of empty boxes marked
"Windows XP. Reserve your copy
now, pay a deposit, pay the full
price etc." This e-mail predates the
actual launch date. So I had a look,
having read some good reviews
(phrases like stable, self-fixing
seem to be features) in the PC
press.

What caught my attention (in
fact I was gobsmacked) was the PC
spec information, particularly the
recommended HD installation of

1.5 GB (yes that's 1.5Gig). Now I
presume there are lots of "goodies"
as well as the OS, but that's bigger
than my Rise PC hard disc! How
long before it comes on DVD?

Paul Ratten

by e-mail

States of play
I've recently taken up a
subscription to Acorn User after
having bought the occasional mag
from newsagents in the past. I am a
little disappointed that there arc no
longer any cover discs — as this
was one of my principal driving
forces in buying Acorn User, and

letters

there doesn't seem to be that much

on the Online CDs.

I appreciate that the current
Acorn market has contracted a

little, but am very pleased to see all
the adverts for companies still
selling Acorn products, and that
rather than completely
evaporating, the Acorn market is
beginning to re-expand. 1 had been
in the 'wilderness' thinking that
with Acorn Computers closing
their business, this would make the
market for these 'real' computers
disappear.

In (what I thought) would be a
vain hope I started posing a few
questions on the Acorn
newsgroups which had been pre
set up by my Voyager software and
was amazed at the amount of
support and information for the
Acorn still out there. Through that
I have made some good contacts,
and feel rewarded that 1 wasn't the

only one not to have deserted
Acorn.

I program PCs for a living, and
through this I am greatly aware of
their shortcomings. Microsoft
Windows is an incredibly awkward
and unwieldy operating system,
and Microsoft Word is possibly the
hardest 'pseudo DTP ' program
I've used — it even struggles with
the simple things. Throughout my
working day I am lamenting not
using a reliable operating system
like RISC OS, and I have never
before sworn at computers like 1
swear at PCs!

1 learnt to program in BASIC on
the family's BBC Micro Model A
(upgraded to 32K), and received a
perception of how a computer
system should work after that.
Apart from an extremely flaky first
BBC Micro which we replaced I
have had next to no trouble with

Acorn systems.
Envying the early pricey

Archimedes series, the next family
computer was a BBC Master to
which I added a PC 80186
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Emulator board and took the

memory to the dizzying heights of
512K. It wasn't until I was working
for myself that I could afford to
buy one of the Archimedes series
— an A3010 and my first
experience with a mouse!

I upgraded that with the local
Acorn dealer's hard disc kit —

HCCS Micropodule system and
fitted a Digitiser. Are any of these
still around? I then moved 'down

south' and a colleague at work
offered me a Rise PC which I
bought from him in instalments.
He subsequently abandoned Acorn
and is exclusively programming
PCs.

I fitted my Rise PC with a
switch box in order that I could

share monitor and keyboard with
other PCs I had. One day on
switching 'live' between PC and
Rise PC — the Rise PC just hung. 1
tried rebooting but nothing
happened. "Oh no! I've lost my
only decent computer!" 1 thought. I
enquired on the ARM club support
e-mail address and to my
amazement somebody who'd
helped me before responded saying
to contact a company called Reflex
Electronics.

They part exchanged my
motherboard for £95 and returned

it to me within two days — just
before Christmas. 1 also bought a
second-hand A7000+ as a back-up
machine for £150 (complete with
keyboard and mouse) from Steve
Picton at IFEL (www.argonet.co.uk/ifel)
who occasionally sells second-hand
Acorns — and did sell some

A3000's for £20.

I now link all my machines
through the switch box (but switch
each off before switching — to
avoid damage) and use STD's PS/2
Mouse connector which is brilliant.

I would like to suggest that you
have a beginner's guide to the ins
and outs of RISC OS. I (and
possibly others) missed out on
learning the basics on RISC OS due
to late purchases of A3010 and Rise
PC. I have tried trawling through
old issues of ARM Club magazines
and found some gems, but know
there's still more. I remember

Christmas 2001 www.acornuser.com

avidly typing code in from Beebug
magazines.

I would also be willing to write
an occasional PC vs Acorn article

(with an obvious Acorn bias)
and/or basics (that I know of) of
RISC OS. If you'd be interested —
let me know! I am still totally
committed to the Acorn — 1 have

only one real criticism of RISC OS
— that it has no keyboard support
as standard — Windows can be

used through the keyboard, but
RISC OS cannot without other

software — but compared to
Windows it is so easy to use.

Andy Burgess
by e-mail

Thanks for thekind words and I am
pleased you foundyour zvay back into
the market. The loss of the cover CD
has been compensated by theaddition
of the Tekkie Pages on the Acorn User
Web site. The inclusion of the past
CDs zoas only a temporary measure.

The Tekkie Pages will slowly build,
with new material even/ issue, into a
resource containing programming
tutorials at all levels — plus
programming details that you zvon't
find anywhere else. Soon to be included
are full details of the USB interface
from Simtec and never before released
information about programming the
Windfall graphics card.

We will make it up to you.

One previous owner
Michael Stubbs' point about old
Acorns soldiering on and taking
money away from today's dealers
is a tad unfair I think. Every
computer type needs a second
hand market — that's a sign that
the brand is healthy. I believe
Acorn's active second-hand market

is a Good Thing overall, but the
lack of new toys to buy is more of a
problem.

I've got money sitting in my
bank account waiting for a new
Omega or something to spend it on
— my current machine is of a good
spec and nothing less than an
Omega is worth bothering with. If
RISCOS Ltd want a bit of

commitment — per Jimmy Imosi's
e-mail — well then they can have
about three grand's worth from me,
but it's waiting for something for
me to spend it on. I'm doing my bit
for the Acorn market — but like a

lot of others I'm waiting for the
new merchandise to actually
appear before I can do any more.

Simon Smith

by e-mail

Your point is zoell taken however that
only applies to those who have
upgraded pretty much asfar as they
can and there is nowhere left togo
apart from to something radically
different - though you mayfind that
the Omega is not zvhat you aimfor a
few days after receiving this magazine.
There may be something very
interesting at the ARM Club's
Midland Show at the National
motorbike Museum on 1st December.

Let's hope that Royal Mail manages to
work fast enough to get this magazine
to everyone in time.

Anyway back to the subject: The
main problem, and one being addressed
by APDL with its BBC Micro-price
Mico, is those people who insist that
they cannot upgrade machines of the
ARM2, ARM250 and ARM3 period to
something new,fast ami expandable.

APDL haveone approach, both
RiscStation and Castle have the

finance approach which can give you
an up-to-date machinefor £5 per zveek.
And once a personlias taken thatstep
the new worldof exciting softzoare and
even the Internet become worthwhile.

Yes you can buy secondhand
machines and (unfortunately?) Acorn
computers tend to last very zoell and so
make excellent secondhand machines -
but with the size of the market such as
it is, it is damaging.

We can lookforzeard to a day when
this is not the situation but right now
this is what we have.

Contacting AU J

lellors@iicornusor.com J
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1 The Courtyard, Southwell Business Park, Portland, Dorset DT5 2NQ

Telephone +44 (0) 1305 822753 Fax +44 (0) 1305 860483

chris@photodesk.ltd.uk www.photodesk.ltd.uk

All Prices Include VAT — photodesk limited

fef^lf PHOTODESK The studio quality image editing package is now available as a CD-
ROM edition. It includes an HTML manual and in addition a CD of professional digital
photos by David Cowell. It also includes the complete set of special effects plug-ins.
This is the full CMYK/Layers version of Photodesk.

NOW ONLY £135.00
Upgrades: 2.xxL/0lymp:

3.xx/0lymp: £20
£100.00 2.xx/0lymp: £85.00 3L.xx/0lymp: £70.00

Special Offer: Dave Cowells 2 CD Tutorials worth £49.98 with any Olympic or Olympic
upgrade add only £25

BRAND NEW CD "STARTING POINTS"£25 (Not just RISCOS or Photodesk, Cl*.
ideal primer for general photo editing, artwork"generation on any platform. "% .

PRINTERS

OHP 2 £40

A presentation
Package on CD-ROM:

Version 2 now has

Powerpoint export.

(upgrade from l.xx£13)
OHP is a screen-based presentation package for use with Rlbv. computers

OHP lets you compile Presentations comprised of a number of graphics files, which
you create or purchase outside OHP. and show them on your computer's VDU as a
full-screen presentation. OHP has facilities to order the graphics, give them consistent
styling, add sound effects and help you present them to an audience. If you have
access to an electronic projector, you can use that to project the presentation onto a
screen.

The read-only version. OHP Show (which is Freeware) can be given away with your
presentations or used on any number of computers; this makes OHP presentations an
ideal way of communicating or advertising.

Cameras New USB cameras, price INCLUDES Smartmedia reader for RIS

VSC1IIV/II Canon Powershot A10 1,3Mpixel optical zoom £440.0;
Canon Powershot A20 2.1 Mpixel optical zoom £495.00

QI VIW1 P M5 Canon lxus300 21MP'xel °Pticai zoom £690.00
Canon Ixus V 2.1 Mpixel optical zoom video £599.00

Olympus C1 1,3Mpixel £299.00

Olympus C2 2.1 Mpixel p.o.a
Canon Pro90 3.3 Mpixel 10x optical zoom £900.00 V''o<-
Canon G2 4 Mpixel 3x optical zoom £850.00

Olympus C1Z 1.3Mpixel optical zoom £399.00

Olympus C200Z 2.1 Mpixeloptical zoom £469.50

Olympus C700UZ 2.1 Mpixel 10x optical zoom £750.00

Olympus C3040Z 3 Mpixel optical zoom with serial and USB
£790.00

Olympus C4040Z 4 Mpixel optical zoom compact £975.00

Olympus C40Z 4 Mpixel optical zoom compact £850.00

All cameras include PhotoShow software

Casio
Casio OV2900 2.1 MPixel Bestshot 8xZoom (32x possible) £540.00

Casio QV3500 3.1 MPixel Bestshot 3xZoom £580.00

Casio QV3500+ 3.1 MPixel IBM Microdrive included 3xZoom £775.00

Casio OV4000 4 Mpixeloptical zoom £775.00

^
Canon S450 £150

Canon S4500 A3 £350

Canon S800 £375

All printers include PhotoReal software

Worth £69 PhotoRea1 PrinterDriver Software

^OiO

cygs^

The S450 and S4500 are brilliant general purpose printers with separate ink
tanks, the price includes a PhotoReal driver and a standard set of cartridges (4
colours) The printers may be upgraded to stunning photo-quality with the
optional photo pack which includes a photo cartridge and pack of PR101 pro
paper.(£55) Price of printers with photo pack: S450 A4 £199, S4500 A3 £399.

The S800 is Canon's top of the range photo printer, it uses the latest Canon six
ink technology with superfine droplet size. The PhotoReal driver utilises the
printers capability to produce really superb photographic output.

PLEASE ASK ME FOR BROCHURES AND SAMPLE PRINTOUTS

LOOK
...for PHOTOD^SK
with any Camera,
Scanner, or Printer!
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KINETIC 300 RiscPC
The world's fastest RISC OS computer is available now
for guaranteed* Christmas delivery.

*
The Kinetic300 RiscPC delivers a breath-taking performance
of 333 MIPS (Millions of Instruction per second). This is over
13 times faster than the original RiscPC!

300Mhz StrongARM processor 30Gb hard drive C!"*j

RISC OS 4 52speed CD ROM driv

64Mb Fast SDRAM FREE software -

2Mb VRAM Oregano, EasiWriter (re

30Gb hard drive C-^

52speed CD ROM drive

FREE Software -

Oregano, EasiWriter (reads MS Word docs), Resultz

Offer price ^rCode Description

KIN55 Kinetic300 £1199 '":"

limm CD re-writer
Use our IDE CD burner to create

CDs for archive and publication -
also doubles as standard CD reader

32x read, 8x write, 8x rewrite

FREE - ICDBurn software

FREE - Internal fitting kit
SCSI and faster drives also available

Code Descriotion Brochure orice Offer Drice

CDR25 CD re-writer £210 £179

Mt»mm:j colour scanner
A4 flatbed scanner

30-bit

Parallel port scanner
Printer through connector
ImageMaster &Twain and PC software ^ >
1200 dpi and SCSI versions also available Gt/\i o*

Code Description Brochure price Offer price

SCA22 Mustek 600CP £116 £95

LIMITED

- 300Mhz
AVAILABILITY ^.

V< HO*

SONY FDD digital camera IIYama 15" LCD flat screen

New flicker free $$ ftfc
TFT LCD technology * SAVE %
Wide angle viewing ^
(hor. 110° vert. 90°) \,A L0««"
Max resolution 1024 x 768

16 million colours

3 year on-site warranty

Code Description Brochure price Offer price

Digital still camera with floppy disc •

1.3 Mega Super HAD CDD
3 x Zoom (6x precision digital Zoom)
MPEG Movie mode/voice

Up to 20 pictures per 3'//' floppy disc
100% compatible with Rise PC

Code Descriotion Offer Drice

CAM01 Sonv MV-FD75 £359 MON21 livama15"LCD £655 £370

Canon colour printer

S450bubblejet printer vftL o
« . . <f SAVE \A
Separate ink tanks
10 pages per minute .j.
Photo option available *c//ao<*' •
Text printfeature A
Requires !Printers 1.53 or greater

Code Description Brochure price

RISC OS4 for V2 price

Upgrade your computer with
a 233MHz Kinetic or StrongARM
processor and we will bundle in
RISC OS 4 at half the normal price!
KINETIC upgrade includes 64Mb
fast SDram

Offer price Code Description

,$ SAVE <S,

Brochure Drice Offer Drice

PR145 Canon S450 £159 £129 KIN01 KINETIC+ R04 £468.82£468.82 £410.66

SAT04 StronaARM+R04 £299.00£299.00 £240.83

SALES OFFICE OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK

MONDAY-FRIDAY 8.30am-7pm SATURDAYS 9am-12noon

24 HOUR ORDERING Tel: 01728 723200 Fax: 01728 727427

E-mail: sales@castle.uk.co Web: www.castle.uk.co

Castle Technology Ltd. Ore Trading Estate, Woodbridgc Road. Framlingham, Suffolk IP13 9LL UK
Offers valid until 31st January 2001 or whilst stocks last. Prices include vat but exclude delivery
which is £15 per order. 'Guaranteed Christmas delivery for orders accepted by 14th December.
Full terms and conditions available on request. Official education orders accepted. Payment by
credit/debit card, cheque, postal order. Prices subject to currency movements. E&OE. CASTLE


